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ABSTRACT
Shared decision making (SDM) is a process in which clinicians and patients work
together to make decisions about the patient’s care using the best available evidence
while accounting for patient personal values and preferences. SDM has been
increasingly advocated as the ideal model for patient decision making in healthcare. In
practice, however, SDM is seen to occur to a limited extent only. Significant barriers that
have prevented patients from participating in SDM include insufficient time to interact
with clinicians, fear of asking questions or disagreeing with clinicians’
recommendations, and inadequate health literacy and numeracy to understand and act
on complex health information. Previous research has shown that decision coaching by
a healthcare professional can effectively address these barriers and support patient
participation in SDM. However, decision coaching is rarely used in practice due to the
limited availability of time and healthcare professionals trained in these techniques.
Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) represent a promising alternative to
the provision of decision coaching for SDM. Previous work on ECAs has shown that
they are capable of providing health counseling and coaching and have a positive
impact on patient satisfaction and health outcomes. In this dissertation, I develop and
evaluate an ECA that acts as a virtual decision coach to automatically provide patients
with guidance and coaching on the main tasks of the SDM process. The goal of this
system is to support patients to actively participate in medical decisions and to ensure
that decisions are informed by the best available evidence and consistent with their
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personal values. I describe three studies to evaluate the ability of the ECA-based
decision coach in facilitating SDM and improving patient decision quality. This work
contributes to the field of Human Computer Interaction and Medical Decision Making
by providing a simulation of a human decision coach using an ECA to support patient
participation in SDM and by providing researchers with opportunities to compare
different decision-making approaches in a perfectly controlled setting by using an ECA.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the practice of healthcare, clinicians and patients frequently face situations in which a
decision must be made about prevention, diagnosis, or treatment. Traditionally,
medical decision making has followed a "paternalistic" model, in which the clinician
acts as the patient's guardian, determining what is best for the patient, with limited
patient participation [1]. This model assumes that the clinician can accurately discern
what is in the patient's best interest and recommend the optimal course of action for the
patient. Yet, studies show that clinicians often misjudge patient preferences [2-4], and
patients can make very different choices than their clinicians when they are fully
informed about their options [2, 5].
Over the past few decades, healthcare researchers and organizations have
encouraged patients to play an active role in making treatment decisions [6]. Patients
have also shown a desire to be involved in medical decision making that affects them [7,
8]. Research suggests that patients are the best judges of their values concerning health
[9], and patients who are involved in their own healthcare decisions are more satisfied
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with the care they receive and often experience better outcomes [10-12]. Given these
findings, researchers in health communication have developed techniques for "shared
decision making" (SDM), allowing patients to participate in decision making and
receive care that matches their personal needs and goals. SDM is a process in which
clinicians and patients work together to make decisions about tests, treatments, and
care plans [13, 14]. It takes into account the best available medical evidence plus patient
values and preferences to make optimal personalized choices.
SDM has been increasingly advocated as the ideal model for engaging patients in
decision making [15, 16], especially when more than one medically-acceptable option is
available and the best choice depends strongly on patient values and preferences [1720]. However, SDM only occurs to a limited extent in routine practice. National Health
Service (NHS) inpatient surveys from United Kingdom show that 40%-50% of their
patients want to be more involved in their medical decision making [21]. Barriers for
patients to participate in SDM include insufficient time to interact with their clinicians
[22], fear of asking questions and disagreeing with their clinicians’ recommendations
[23, 24], and inadequate health literacy to understand and act on complex health
information [25-27].
Several attempts have been made to support patient participation in SDM. One
effort has been developing tools, such as educational pamphlets and computer
programs, for patients to use outside of clinical encounters to learn about their options,
so they do not have to rely on time-constrained clinical consultations to get the
information they need to make a shared decision [28-33]. While these tools address the
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time barrier and help patients fill in information gaps, it has been argued that these
tools alone are not enough to ensure SDM, because they focus heavily on information
provision with little support to clarify patient values and preferences related to the
options available, and they do not help integrate medical evidence with these values
and preferences [34]. Other efforts include health professionals providing coaching and
education to patients to help them weigh options, clarify values, and prepare for
discussions with their healthcare providers [35, 36]. Although decision coaching can
provide additional support on value clarification and information integration, it
requires a significant amount of time and skill from the healthcare provider doing it, so
it has not been widely adopted in routine care.
Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) are computer animated characters
designed to simulate face-to-face conversation [37], and represent a promising
alternative approach to supporting patient participation in SDM. ECAs provide a
pressure-free environment in which the users can take as much time as they need to
absorb information and ask questions [38]. They can ensure a thorough understanding
by consistently evaluating their users’ comprehension of the information being
presented, and by repeating information or explaining it in different ways, as needed.
Additionally, ECAs have a nonjudgmental attitude, allowing users to voice their
concerns or disagreement without fear or embarrassment. ECAs can also provide health
information in a consistent manner and adapt the information to users’ particular
needs, and they have been proven to be particularly effective in conveying complex
health information to people with low health literacy [38-42]. Last but not the least,
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ECAs can use verbal and non-verbal behaviors to elicit trust and build rapport with
their users, enabling better communication and increasing user satisfaction [43].
In this dissertation, I develop an ECA to simulate the decision coaching process
provided by a human decision coach. The ECA acts as a virtual decision coach to
automatically provide guidance and coaching to patients on the main tasks of SDM,
including problem identification, choice education, value clarification and preference
elicitation (VC/PE) defined as a process to clarify patient values related to their
decision making, helping them form a preference, and final decision making.
Specifically, in my work I answer the following research questions:
•

RQ1. Will people accept an ECA in the role of decision coach to guide them through
the SDM process?

•

RQ2. What is the best decision-making framework for a virtual decision coach to use
to support SDM?

•

RQ3. How well can a virtual decision coach be generalized to support SDM across
different decision problems?

•

RQ4. Is a virtual decision coach more effective than standard patient education
materials for improving the decision-making process and decision quality?
The work presented in this dissertation contributes to the field of Human

Computer Interaction (HCI) and Medical Decision Making (MDM) by providing a
simulation of a human decision coach using an ECA to support patient participation in
SDM. Another contribution of this work is that it provides researchers with
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opportunities to compare different decision-making approaches in a perfectly
controlled setting by using an ECA.
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I discuss related work that
explores the barriers to SDM, process models for SDM, as well as previous work in
designing decision aids to support patient participation in SDM. In Chapter 3, I describe
the "virtual decision coach", a simulation of human decision coaching using an ECA to
provide guidance and coaching to patients to promote and facilitate their participation
in SDM activities. In Chapter 4, I present an evaluation of the virtual decision coach in
supporting women making a hypothetical decision on prenatal testing to answer RQ1. I
then answer RQ2 and RQ3 in Chapter 5 by presenting an empirical study comparing
three VC/PE approaches for three hypothetical medical decisions. In Chapter 6, I
present a randomized controlled trial designed to evaluate the Virtual Shared DecisionMaking System guided by the virtual decision coach in helping older adults make a
shared decision on colorectal cancer screening, in which I show the efficacy of the
system, answering RQ4. In Chapter 7, I conclude the dissertation and discuss directions
for future research.
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 SHARED DECISION MAKING IN HEALTHCARE
SDM is defined as "an approach where clinicians and patients share the best available
evidence when faced with the task of making decisions, and where patients are
supported to consider options, to achieve informed preferences" [13, 14]. SDM is
characterized by information sharing between two or more parties, at a minimum
including a clinician and a patient, with both parties taking steps to build a consensus
about the preferred healthcare option and implementation plan [18, 44]. These
characteristics distinguish SDM from other decision-making models such as the
"paternalistic" and "informed" models. In those models, information is transferred from
one party to another and the decision is made independently by either the clinician
("paternalistic") or patient ("informed") [1]. In SDM, information is exchanged in both
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directions and the clinician and patient are both assumed to possess expertise that is
important to decision making [18, 44]. The clinician’s expertise includes medical
knowledge of the disease, prognosis, and available options for treatment. This includes
potential benefits and risks to the patient, and possible outcomes. The patient’s
expertise lies in knowledge of their personal beliefs, priorities, and current situation.
Some researchers have suggested that SDM should be applied to all medical
decision making [15, 16]. However, others have argued that it is particularly useful in
situations of equipoise, where more than one medically-acceptable intervention exists
but little information is available to suggest that one intervention is superior to another
[18-20, 44]. In some cases, there is a lack of evidence about the outcomes of certain
medical interventions. In an analysis of 3000 currently available interventions by BMJ
Clinical Evidence, an estimated 50% of these interventions are classified as having
insufficient evidence for effectiveness [45]. In other cases, the existing evidence does not
allow differentiation between interventions. For example, women with early stage
breast cancer can usually choose mastectomy (complete removal of the breast) or
lumpectomy followed by radiation (a local excision of the tumor) as their treatment
options, with both offering an equivalent survival benefit [46]. However, women who
choose mastectomy will lose the entire breast and may undergo reconstructive surgery,
while women who choose lumpectomy will have radiation and live with a slightly
higher risk of recurrence in the treated breast [46]. In situations where equipoise exists,
the "best" choice depends strongly on patient personal values and preferences. These
decisions are considered "preference-sensitive" [17], and should be made only when
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patients are fully informed and have explored their values and preferences to make a
choice that is best for them.
Although SDM has been increasingly advocated as the ideal model for medical
decision making, particularly for preference-sensitive decisions [18-20], its use in
current clinical practice is limited [21]. Several factors can prevent health professionals
from engaging in SDM. First, health professionals lack the time to follow the best
practices of SDM during their brief interactions with patients. Given the limited time
they have with patients, it is unlikely that clinicians can communicate with each patient
about all available decision options in great detail, as well as eliciting patient personal
values and preferences. Second, health professionals may lack the appropriate skills
needed to facilitate an SDM interaction. It has been found that clinicians tend to use
more authoritative communication styles rather than collaborative approaches in
clinical practices [23, 47]. Research has also indicated that health professionals fail to
recognize patient decisional conflict and focus mainly on providing information
without addressing patient values and preferences [48-52]. These studies have
highlighted the growing need for professional training among health professionals on
how to perform SDM in clinical practice [13, 35]. Finally, health professionals can
misjudge patient preferences. For example, clinicians often assume that women with
early stage breast cancer prefer lumpectomy over mastectomy. However, in a study of
125 women with early stage breast cancer, approximately 1/3 of the women chose to
have a mastectomy [2]. Additionally, clinicians often consider the length of a patient’s
life to be the top priority, while some patients prioritize quality of life as their primary
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goal [3, 4]. Misjudgment of patient values and priorities can lead to misunderstandings
between patients and health professionals, which can result in frustration and mistrust.
There are also challenges for patients to participate in SDM. First, it can be
difficult for patients, especially for those who prefer to delegate decision making to
their clinicians, to accept that there is no medically preferred option. Second, patient
preferred level of involvement in SDM may significantly differ depending on the type
of decision, patient personality, and the skills of their healthcare providers [7, 53-56].
Patients may feel worried, upset or even abandoned when being asked to play an active
role in decision making [54, 57]. They may also be reluctant to discuss their choices or
ask questions of their clinician, due to fear of being labeled as "difficult" patients [23].
Third, many patients have inadequate health literacy, which can hinder their
participation in SDM. Health literacy is defined as "the degree to which individuals
have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and
services needed to make appropriate health decisions" [58]. Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality (AHRQ) estimated that 36 percent of the adult population in the
U.S. have limited health literacy. This is more prevalent in certain subgroups, such as
older adults, racial and ethnic minorities, people who have not completed high school,
and people who live in poverty [27]. Limited health literacy not only affects patient
comprehension of medical information, but also prevents them from effectively
communicating with their healthcare providers [25-27]. Even if a patient has a high
level of health literacy, they may still feel overwhelmed by the amount of information
that the clinician is trying to deliver during an SDM interaction. Patients can have
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substantially different expectations regarding the amount of information they need to
make a shared decision: some patients want to know as much as possible, while some
do not want any information [59].

2.2 PROCESS MODELS OF SDM
A number of theoretical models have been developed to conceptualize the process of
SDM. In 1997, Charles et al. presented a model for SDM, which suggests as key
characteristics of SDM : (1) that it involves at least two participants–the clinician and the
patient; (2) that both parties share information; (3) that both parties take steps to build a
consensus about the preferred care plan, and (4) that a decision is made based on
agreement between both parties [18].
In 2006, Makoul and Clayman conducted a systematic review of SDM literature
in the context of physician-patient encounters and identified nine "essential elements" of
an SDM process [19], including defining the problem, presenting the options, discussing
the pros and cons for each option, clarifying patient values and preferences, assessing
patient self-efficacy, providing doctor knowledge or recommendations, checking
patient understanding, making or deferring a decision, and arranging follow-ups.
More recently in 2012, Elwyn et al. translated the concept of SDM into a practical
model, which can be used to guide SDM in clinical practice [14]. This model describes
SDM as a step-wise process (Figure 2-1): (1) choice talk in which patients are made
aware that reasonable options exist; (2) option talk in which patients are informed about
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all options in sufficient detail; (3) decision talk in which patients are supported to
explore their personal preferences and decide what is best. The details of each step are
summarized in Table 1. The model also introduces the concept of "deliberation" and
describes it as "a process of considering information about the pros and cons of their
options, to assess their implications, and to consider a range of possible futures,
practical as well as emotional" [14]. According to this model, deliberation begins as soon
as patients develop an awareness of their options and ends when informed decisions
are made.

Figure 2-1: The Three Talk Model
Table 2-1: Key Components of The Three-Talk Model
Steps

Key Components

Descriptions

(a) Step back

Identify the problem and clarify the decision

(b) Offer choice

Help patient develop awareness of alternative
options
Emphasize

Choice Talk
(c) Justify choice

(1) the importance of respecting individual
preferences
(2) the role of uncertainty
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(d) Check reaction

Check if the patient has any concerns about the
choice of options
Defer closure when the patients react by asking

(e) Defer closure

"tell me what to do"
Reassure that you are willing to support the
process

(a) Check knowledge
(b) List options

Option Talk

(c) Describe options
(d) Provide patient
decision support
(e) Summarize
(a) Focus on
preferences
(b) Elicit a preference

Decision Talk

(c) Moving to a
decision
(d) Offer review

Check the knowledge base of the patient
regarding options
List all options before getting into more detail
Describe options, their pros and cons in practical
terms
Provide tools to help patients understand and
compare options
Summarize the information and assess patient
understanding
Guide the patient to form their preferences
Help the patient to identify the most favored
option(s)
Check for the need to make a decision or defer a
decision
Offer the opportunity to review the information
and the decision

2.3 DECISION SUPPORT FRAMEWORKS
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There have been frameworks developed to guide the development and evaluation of
decision support to help patients participate in SDM and improve decision outcomes.
The Ottawa Decision Support Framework (ODSF) developed by O’Conner et al.
describes three primary elements that are important to decision making and their
relationships to each other. According to this framework, unresolved decision needs
negatively affect decision outcomes, and decision support can improve decision
outcomes by addressing unresolved decisional needs. The details of the three elements
are summarized in table 2.
Table 2-2: Elements of Ottawa Decision Support Framework
Decisional Needs
They are defined as “gaps between what is and what should be”.
Examples include:
o decisional conflict about the best course of action (personal uncertainty about
the best course of action)
o inadequate knowledge of condition, options, benefits, risks, scientific
uncertainties
o unrealistic expectations of the likelihood of benefits and risks
o unclear values or personal importance of benefits, risks, scientific uncertainties
o inadequate support from others or resources
o decision characteristics such as decision type, timing, and stage and leaning to
a specific option
o special needs from patients’ personal or clinical characteristics
Decision Outcomes
Decision quality: a “high-quality” decision is one that is
o informed with best available evidence
o informed with the patient values
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Other outcomes include:
o actions or behaviors (e.g., make or defer a decision, adherence to the chosen
option)
o values-based health outcomes
o emotions such as regret or blame
o the appropriate use of health services and related costs
Decision Support
It is defined as “structured assistance in deliberating on the options communicating with
others that is tailored to the patient's decisional needs”.
It can be provided in the form of clinical counseling, decision aids and/or decision
coaching.
The process involves:
o clarifying the decision
o assessing the patient's decisional needs
o providing information to address knowledge deficits and unrealistic
expectations
o clarifying the patient's values by describing other patients' experiences or
asking them to rate the personal importance of benefits, harms, or side effects
o enhancing support from others and resources;
o monitoring and facilitating progress in decision making.

Based upon ODSF, Stacey et al. developed the Decision Coach-Mediated SDM
Framework (Figure 2-2), expanding the traditional patient-clinician dyad to include the
role of decision coach to better facilitate SDM [35]. This framework outlined the general
responsibility of the clinician role, the patient role, and the decision coach in the process
of SDM. The practitioner is primarily responsible for diagnosing the problem, providing
the options, screening for patient decisional conflict, and referring for decision support
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if necessary. The patient is expected to share their values and priorities shaped by
personal situations and social circumstances. The decision coach recognizes patient
decisional conflict and intervenes by providing guidance and support throughout the
SDM process. The coach can help the patient understand the best evidence about the
health condition and treatment options, clarify their values, build skills in deliberation,
communicate with others involved in the decision, and break down barriers to
implementation of the preferred choice. A decision coach should be a well-trained
health professional who has a neutral attitude towards the decision under discussion. In
clinical settings, the role of decision coach is often fulfilled by nurses, social workers,
psychologists, or genetic counselors. The idea of using an ECA to perform the role of
decision coach to facilitate SDM is primarily inspired by this framework.

Figure 2-2: Decision Coach-Mediated SDM Framework
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2.4 DECISION THEORIES
There are several theories on the topics of choice and decision-making, explaining how
people cognitively approach and achieve a decision. These theories can be divided into
three general branches: (1) normative theories, (2) descriptive theories, and (3)
prescriptive theories [60].

2.4.1 NORMATIVE THEORIES
Normative theories are concerned with how individuals should make decision under
ideal conditions. They were developed under the assumption that humans are ideal
decision makers who are informed, rational, and cognitively capable of computing
complex information with accuracy. The central normative principle proposes that an
individual who is faced with a range of options should choose the one that maximizes
the overall value of decision outcomes.
Expected Utility Theory (EUT) is the most widely recognized normative theory
[61], which provides a model of rational behavior under conditions of uncertainty. It
suggests that individuals should always choose the option that leads to the maximum
expected utility. The expected utility is calculated by the sum of the utilities for all
possible outcomes multiplied by the respective probabilities of these outcomes
occurring. In this context "utility" provides a numeric measure of an individual’s
strength of preference for each particular outcome relative to other potential outcomes.
The "probability" represents the uncertainty related to each of the decision outcomes.
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Another well-known normative theory is the Subjective Expected Utility Theory
(SEUT), which is also referred to the Bayesian Decision Theory [62]. SEUT adheres to
the same paradigm of decision making as EUT except that in EUT, probabilities of
possible consequences are based on objective verifiable information, while in SEUT,
individuals subjectively evaluate probabilities of consequences a priori with their
personal knowledge and beliefs.

2.4.2 DESCRIPTIVE THEORIES
Descriptive theories describe how individuals make decisions in real life situations.
They state that human decision making can systematically deviate from rationality,
under the influence of subtle subconscious factors.
Simon first argued that rationality is an unrealistic assumption for human
decision making. Thus, he proposed the concept of "bounded rationality", which
considers that individual rationality is limited by the available information, the
tractability of the decision problem, the cognitive limitations of their minds, and the
time available to make the decision [63, 64]. The "satisficing" principle was developed to
describe decision making with bounded rationality, proposing that individuals attempt
to obtain a satisfactory solution rather than an optimal one [65, 66].
Kahneman and Tversky also noted that humans do not process information in
the perfectly rational way assumed by normative theories. They developed the Prospect
Theory, with the underlying idea that individuals use heuristics to process information,
and they make decisions based on perceived gains and losses rather than the final
17

outcomes [67-69]. The theory posits that individuals put more emphasis on gains rather
than losses, making the choice most likely to achieve gains [67-69]. In other words, if an
individual is faced with two choices that are equivalent in end results but presented
differently (one presented in terms of gains and the other presented in terms of losses),
the individual is likely to choose the one suggesting gains. The Prospect Theory
suggests that an individual’s preferences are influenced by framing of the information,
such as the use of language, numbers, and diagrammatic representations, and that their
perception of risks is affected by the reference points or anchors used to describe those
risks [67-69]. According to this theory it is important to keep a balanced presentation of
information to avoid biased framing effects, and to provide both absolute (population
level) and relative (comparator level) risk information to ensure accurate risk
perceptions. An alternative to the Prospect Theory is the Regret Theory [70]. It adds the
variable of potential regret to the regular values of gains and losses and suggests that
individuals avoid decisions that could lead to regret.
The Conflict Model of Decision Making is another widely recognized descriptive
theory.[71]. This model suggests that decision making involves conflict by which stress
is engendered, and such stress in turn influences how people behave and process
information related to decision making. It outlines five patterns that individuals tend to
follow when coping with stressful decisions: (1) unconflicted adherence, in which the
individual just ignores the decision, (2) unconflicted change, in which the individual
chooses whatever is recommended without questioning the decision, (3) defensive
avoidance, in which the individual attempts to avoid and postpone the decision to
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relieve the stress, (4) hypervigilance, in which the individual makes an impulsive choice
without considering the consequences of the choice, and (5) vigilance, in which the
individual searches systemically for relevant information, carefully evaluates the viable
alternatives, and makes a non-impulsive decision. According to the theory, vigilance is
the only pattern that is adaptive and can lead to high-quality decisions.

2.4.3 PRESCRIPTIVE THEORIES
Prescriptive theories bridge the identified gap between normative theories and
descriptive theories, recognizing that, in spite of imperfect reasoning and computational
abilities, humans can be assisted to conform with the desired normative principles and
make rational decisions.
Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is a well-known prescriptive approach
to supporting complex decision making [72]. It is most applicable to decision problems
that are characterized as a choice among alternatives with multiple, often conflicting,
criteria. There are a variety of MCDA methods, of which the value-based methods are
the most frequently applied in the healthcare context [73, 74]. The value-based methods
seek to associate a quantitative number ("value") with each alternative to indicate how
well the alternative meets the decision criteria, so that all alternatives can be compared
and ranked to generate the best choice [72]. Calculating the "value" of an alternative
requires two essential steps: (1) weighing, which captures the relative importance of a
criterion with respect to achieving the overall objective of decision making, and (2)
scoring, which captures an alternative’s performance within a criterion [72]. The overall
19

"value" of an alternative is represented by an aggregated form of the obtained weights
and scores [72].

2.4.3.1 SMARTER
The underlying theories of value-based methods can be different. Some methods are
based on Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [75]. The MAUT methods use criteria
priorities as weights and option utilities as scores. The most theoretically correct MAUT
method is difficult to implement in practice so simpler methods have been developed
that approximate the results of the original method very closely. SMARTER is one of
the approximation methods. It uses swing weights to determine the criteria priorities.
Specifically, the decision maker is asked to pretend to have an option that has the
lowest possible score on all the criteria, and then asked to indicate which criterion they
would choose if they could improve the option’s performance from worst to best on just
one criterion. The chosen criterion is then given the highest priority. The process is
repeated using the remaining criteria until all the criteria are ranked. With regards to
the option utilities, they are determined directly from the data available for the
alternatives but transformed from the criterion-specific measurement scales to a
standardized utility scale running from 0-100. The "value" of an option is generated by
combining the weights (option utilities in this case), and the scores (the criteria
priorities in this case) using the additive weighting method:
𝑁

Option Value = ∑ 𝑤𝑛 𝑠𝑛

(1)

𝑛=1
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where N are the indexes of the criteria, 𝑊𝑛 are the weights, one for each criterion
(summing to 1), and 𝑆𝑛 are the scores, one for each criterion.
To illustrate the SMARTER method, I will show how we can use it to make a
decision for colon cancer screening. Let us assume three tests are available for colon
cancer screening, which are Fecal Immunochemical Test (FIT), Stool DNA Test, and
Colonoscopy, and we evaluate them on three different criteria, namely effectiveness,
risk, and cost (as shown in Table 2-3).
Table 2-3: Option Data for Colon Cancer Screening
Option/Criteria

Effectiveness

Risk

Cost

FIT

75% detection rate

no risk of
complication

$8 per test

Stool DNA

92% detection rate

no risk of
complication

$650 per test

95% detection rate

4 in 1000 experience
complications such as
perforation, bleeding,
infections, and etc.

$2000 per test

Colonoscopy

To determine the criteria priorities, one is asked to pretend to have an option that
has the worst possible detection rate, the highest possible risk, and the highest possible
cost, and asked which criterion they would like to improve from its worst performance
to its best performance. Let us say we choose detection rate as the highest priority, and
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then risk of complications, and then cost as the lowest priority. This rank ordering is
then used to assign rank order centroid weights.
Table 2-4: Criteria Priorities and Weights
Criterion

Effectiveness

Risk

Cost

Priorities

#1

#2

#3

Weights

0.50

0.33

0.17

To determine the option utilities, we will take the raw data describing how well
the options meet each of the criteria and transform them into utility functions using the
following equation:
𝑢=𝑉 (

100



) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛  (

100



)

(2)

where u is the transformed value, V is the raw data value,  is the difference
between the maximum acceptable value and the minimum acceptable value on
each criterion, and min is the minimum acceptable value. For example, if the
lower and upper bounds chosen for the evaluative criteria are 50%-100% for
detection rate, 0%-0.5% for risk of complications, and $0-2500 for cost, we get the
following option utilities as shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5: Option Utilities and Total Scores
Criteria

Effectiveness

Risk

Cost

Priority

#1

#2

#3
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Weights

0.50

0.33

0.17

Raw
Data

Utility
Score

Raw
Data

Utility
Score

Raw
Data

Utility
Score

Total Score

FIT

75%

50

0

100

8

99.68

74.95

Stool DNA

92%

84

0

100

650

74

87.58

Colonoscopy 95%

90

0.4%

20

2000

20

55.00

The total score is calculated by multiply each option’s rank order centroid by the
utility score for each criterion, summing over all criteria, and then normalized the
results. For example, FIT’s total score = (0.5*50) + (0.33*100) + (0.17*99.68).

2.4.3.2 Analytic Hierarchy Process
There are also methods based on Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [76-78]. Unlike the
MAUT-based methods, AHP methods arrange decision criteria in a hierarchy and
require the decision maker to make a series of pairwise comparisons of the alternatives
with respect to all criteria to determine weights and scores.
To illustrate the AHP method, let us use the same example to explain how to use
it to make a decision for colon cancer screening. According to AHP, the weights are
determined by sequentially comparing all possible pairs of criteria in terms of their
priorities to the decision goal using a scale of 1-9 as shown below.
Table 2-6: The Scale for Pairwise Comparisons
Intensity of Importance

Definition

Explanation

1

Equal importance

Two elements contribute equally to
the decision goal
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3

Moderate importance

5

Strong importance

7

Very strong importance

9

Extreme importance

One element is favored moderately
over another
One element is favored strongly over
another
One element is favored very strongly
over another
One element is favored extremely
strongly over another

Intensities of 2, 4, 6, and 8 can be used to express intermediate values.

For example, we ask the decision maker to compare all evaluative criteria in pair
in terms of their priorities to choose the best screening test and get the assignments as
shown in Table 2-7.
Table 2-7: Criteria Priorities

7

3rd Root
Product
3.27

Priority
Vector
0.73

1

3

0.84

0.19

1/3

1

0.36

0.08

4.47

1.00

Criteria

Effectiveness

Risk

Cost

Effectiveness

1

5

Risk

1/5

Cost

1/7

The next step according to AHP is to get the 3rd root product values, which are
calculated as follows:
•

Effectiveness: 1 * 5 * 7 = 35 (1/3) = 3.27

•

Risk: (1/5) * 1 * 3= (3/5) (1/3) = 0.84

•

Cost: (1/7) * (1/3) * 1 = (1/21) (1/3) = 0.36
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Then the 3rd root of product values can be normalized to get the appropriate
weights for each criterion. The weights for each criterion are calculated as follows:
•

Effectiveness: 3.27 / 4.47 = 0.73

•

Risk: 0.84 / 4.47 = 0.19

•

Cost: 0.36 / 4.47 = 0.08
The same pairwise comparison method is used in determining the scores of the

options with regard to each evaluative criterion. For example, we ask the decision
maker to compare all options in pair first with regard to detection rate and get the
assignments as shown in Table 2-7.
Table 2-8: Option Priorities with Respect to Detection Rate
Detection Rate

FIT

Stool DNA

Colonoscopy 3rd Root

Priority
Vector
0.08

FIT

1

1/5

1/7

Product
0.31

Stool DNA

5

1

1/2

1.36

0.33

Colonoscopy

7

2

1

2.41

0.59

4.08

1.00

Then we used the same calculation as used for criteria priorities to calculate the
option priorities with respect to detection rate (shown in Table 2-7). The same
comparisons and calculations are repeated until we get option priorities with respect to
all evaluative criteria. Finally, we use the additive weighting methods to generate the
summary scores indicating how well each option meets the decision goal. For example,
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FIT’s total score = 0.73 * 0.08 + 0.19 * (FIT option priority with respect to Risk) + 0.08 *
(FIT option priority with respect to Cost).

2.4.4 SUMMARY OF DECISION THEORIES
Normative theories assume that humans are rational decision makers who are capable
of analyzing information accurately and making a choice that maximizes their benefits.
However, descriptive theories argued that humans do not always make rational
decisions and their decision making can be influenced by factors such as how the
information is presented and processed. Prescriptive theories acknowledge that humans
are not rational decision makers, but they can be assisted to conform with the desired
normative principles and make rational decisions. The system proposed in this
dissertation is built upon the prescriptive theories in general and the value-based
MCDA in particular. In the dissertation, I compare the different methods as reviewed in
2.4.3 in a perfectly controlled setting by using an ECA, exploring their usability as well
as effects on decision quality and decision-making experience.

2.5 CONSTRUCTS AND MEASURES FOR SDM
The goal of SDM is to ensure high-quality decisions, which have been defined as the
extent to which patients are informed, involved in the decision making, and receive care
that meets their personal goals and needs [79-81]. According to the International Patient
Decision Aids Standards (IPDAS) group, it is important to measure patient involvement
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in the decision-making process as well as decision quality to evaluate the effects of SDM
interventions. In a recent review, Sepucha and Scholl presented a list of constructs that
can be measured to understand the effects of SDM interventions and the quality of
decisions [82]. These constructs can be broadly divided into 3 categories: decision
antecedents, decision making process, and decision outcomes.

2.5.1 DECISION ANTECEDENTS
Decision antecedents focus on features of individuals or organizations influencing the
decision-making process, including patient preferences for participation in decision
making, levels of health literacy and numeracy, and the availability of decision support
in a healthcare system.
The Control Preference Scale [83] is a widely used instrument for decision
antecedents, assessing an individual’s preferred role in medical decision making. It is
designed as a set of cards, each portraying a different role in medical decision making
using a cartoon and a statement. These roles range from the individual making the
decision (an active role), the individual making the decision jointly with a physician (a
shared role), to the physician making the decision (a passive role). A respondent is
asked to choose one card that describes the ideal role they prefer to play in decision
making.
The Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) [43] is another
widely used instrument in this category, assessing an individual’s level of health
literacy defined as "the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process,
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and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate
health decisions" [58]. Originally designed as an oral reading and recognition test,
REALM asks respondents to pronounce 66 common medical words and lay terms for
body parts and illness to determine their level of health literacy. Possible scores range
from 0 to 66, with higher scores indicating higher levels of health literacy.
Numeracy is defined as the ability to understand and process quantitative
information [84], and can be assessed using a validated instrument [85]. Originally
designed as a statistical test, this instrument consists of 10 statistical questions to
evaluate an individual’s understanding of risk concepts and their ability to solve basic
probability problems. Possible scores range from 0-10, with higher scores indicating
higher levels of numeracy.

2.5.2 DECISION MAKING PROCESS
The category of decision-making process has a focus on features or behaviors in the
process, including the level of patient involvement in decision making, and experience
of patients with the decision-making process.
The Shared Decision-Making Questionnaire (SDM-Q-9) [86] is a commonly used
instrument for assessing the decision-making process. It is a 9-item scale used to
measure an individual’s perceived level of involvement in decision making for their
own tests, treatments, or care. Possible scores range from 1 to 6, with higher scores
indicating higher level of involvement in the decision-making process. This scale has
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demonstrated appropriate psychometric properties (Cronbach's alpha of 0.938) [86] and
has been shown to be useful for assessing SDM in multiple medical contexts [86, 87].
The Decisional Conflict Scale (DCS) [88] is another important instrument for
measuring the decisional process, specifically measuring an individual’s uncertainty in
making a decision. It is a 16-item scale with 5 subscales: uncertainty, informed, values
clarify, support, and effective decision. Possible scores range from 0 to 100, with higher
scores indicating higher level of decisional conflict. DCS has been used in many studies
evaluating patient decision aids [89] and has presented strong psychometric properties
(score of 25 or below associated with follow-through with decisions) in various
treatment contexts and patient samples [90].

2.5.3 DECISION OUTCOMES
Decision outcomes focus on the quality of decisions, such as knowledge, decision
satisfaction, and decision regret.
A knowledge test can be used for measuring an individual’s knowledge and
understanding in the key concepts related to the decision problem. It is often designed
for the specific decision problem being discussed.
The Satisfaction with Decision Scale [91] is a commonly used instrument for
measuring the quality of decision. It is a 6-item scale used to assess an individual’s
satisfaction with the decision. Possible scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating not
satisfied at all and 5 indicating very satisfied.
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A final outcome instrument is the Decision Regret Scale (DRC). It is a 5-item scale
for measuring the level distress or remorse after making the decision. The possible
scores of DRC range from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating higher level of decision
regret. This scale has undergone a psychometric testing study, showing strong internal
consistency and correlation with decisional conflict, satisfaction with decision, and
quality of life [92].

2.6 DECISION SUPPORT TECHNIQUES
2.6.1 PATIENT DECISION AIDS
Patient Decision Aids (PtDAs) are tools designed to support patient participation in
SDM, by presenting standardized information about medical choices and providing
structured methods to help patients consider these choices [28, 93]. PtDAs come in
various formats, including paper-based pamphlets, videos, and computer-based
programs. They can be used independently by patients or as an adjunct to the clinical
consultation.
Since 2003, five Cochrane reviews have been published regarding PtDAs for
people facing health treatment and screening decisions [28-32]. These PtDAs were
developed for more than 50 different decisions, the most common of which included
screening decisions such as prostate cancer, breast cancer, and prenatal screening,
surgical decisions such as mastectomy, hysterectomy and prostatectomy, and decisions
for genetic testing and medication treatments. The majority of the PtDAs were used by
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people in preparation for clinical visits; a smaller number were used during the visit
with the clinician.
The latest review, which included a total of 105 randomized controlled trials, has
shown consistent evidence about the positive effects of using PtDAs for patient decision
making [32]. Compared to usual care, PtDAs increased patient knowledge of relevant
options (mean difference 13.27/100; 95% confidence interval 11.32 to 15.23; n=52
studies), accuracy of perceived risk (risk ratios 2.10; 95% confidence interval 1.66 to 2.66;
n=17 studies), and value-choice congruence (risk ratios 2.06; 95% confidence interval
14.46 to 2.91; n=10 studies). Additionally, PtDAs decreased patient decisional conflict
related to feeling uninformed (mean difference -9.28/100; 95% confidence interval 12.20 to -6.36, n= 27 studies), indecisiveness about their values (mean difference 8.81/100; 95% confidence interval -11.99 to -5.63; n=23 studies), and the proportion of
passive patients in decision making (risk ratios 0.68; 95% confidence interval 0.55 to
0.83; n=16 studies). The effects of PtDAs on anxiety, general health outcomes and
condition-specific health outcomes remain yet to be determined. Importantly, the
clinical trials did not report adverse events associated with the use of PtDAs on these
dimensions.
While research studies have demonstrated the benefits of PtDAs on the decision
quality and the decision-making process, it has been argued that PtDAs are not enough
to ensure SDM, as a full SDM interaction requires more than just standardized
information delivery [34, 94]. In addition, the majority of the currently available PtDAs
have been developed independently of the theoretical frameworks reviewed in Section
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2.2. A review of 55 trials of PtDAs revealed that few of these interventions explicitly
referred to a theory or model of decision making, and of those that did, many did not
explain how the theory had informed the design of the decision aid [95]. Similar
findings were also reported in a review of decision aids specially for cancer screening.

2.6.2 DECISION COACHING
Decision coaching is a process in which a trained human coach provides individualized,
nondirective guidance to patients to help them understand the medical evidence,
consider their values and priorities, develop skills in deliberation, and become more
involved in SDM in order to make an informed decision [35, 36]. Coaching is often
provided face-to-face, over the phone, in emails, or via the internet. It can be used alone
or in combination with a decision aid.
Several studies have explored the use of decision coaching to promote patient
participation and improve their decision making. In a study for women considering
hormone replacement therapy (HRT) during and after menopause, a coaching
consultation was described, in which a pharmacist walked patients through the benefits
and risks of HRT, answered their questions, and helped them develop a provisional
plan regarding HRT [96]. A clinical trial comparing this pharmacist consultation to the
use of a decision aid showed decreased decisional conflict and high satisfaction with the
education and the decision made in both groups. However, more post-menopausal
participants exposed to the pharmacist consultation reached a yes or no decision
compared to those in the decision aid group [96].
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Myers developed a coaching program that involved a nurse educator providing
decision counseling to patients facing health-related decisions. The nurse discussed the
decision options, asked patients about their decision factors, and guided them through
several exercises to determine their preferences [97]. To evaluate this coaching program,
three cohort studies were conducted on the decision to undergo prostate cancer
screening, the decision to be tested for prostate cancer risks, and the decision to
participate in a trial of colorectal cancer prevention. Study results demonstrated the
effectiveness of decision coaching for helping patients identify factors influencing their
decision, clarifying their preferences for the options, and making a choice that best
reflected their preferences [97].
Hunter et al. also looked at the use of decision coaching, specifically comparing
the effects of group coaching, individual coaching, and the use of a decision aid [98]. In
a clinical trial for prenatal diagnosis counseling for advanced maternal age patients,
they found all three approaches to be effective in increasing patient knowledge and
decreasing decisional conflict. Group coaching led to greater knowledge increase than
individual counseling, and individual counseling led to higher satisfaction compared to
the other approaches [98].
All these studies chose trained, high-quality health professionals to deliver the
coaching session, which may not reflect actual clinical practices where the coaching
quality varies depending on the communication skills of the health professional.
Other studies investigated the effects of decision coaching combined with a
PtDA. Kennedy et al. described an intervention that used decision coaching along with
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a PtDA to help women make a treatment decision about benign abnormal uterine
bleeding [99]. In the intervention, participants received a PtDA with information about
treatment options, followed by nurse coaching to clarify their values related to the
options and prepare them to share their values with the surgeon [99]. Results of a
clinical trial showed that women in the intervention group were more satisfied with
their treatment results and their decision making process compared to women who
received the usual care [99]. Belkora et al. developed a similar intervention, which
involved patients reviewing a decision aid and then participating in a counseling
session with a human coach. The coach discussed questions or concerns about the
diagnosis, available options for treatment, patient goals, other people who might be
involved in the decision, and the kind of information patients needed to support their
decision making. The coach also took notes of patient questions, concerns, and their
expressed values and shared them with the clinician. In addition, the coach
accompanied patients to their clinic visits and helped take notes of the visit details.
Several studies evaluating this process showed positive results [100-102]. To be specific,
patients exposed to the intervention were more satisfied with their clinic visits and
achieved higher decision quality. They also reported a greater match with their
clinicians on the perception of the quality of decision making.
More recently, Stacey et al. conducted a systematic review of decision coaching
in trials of PtDAs. They concluded that decision coaching has a similar impact to PtDAs
on improving patient knowledge and reducing decisional conflict, whereas decision
coaching tends to have additional benefits of clarifying patient values and improving
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their decision-making experience [33]. Despite these benefits, decision coaching has not
been widely used in practice settings. General barriers include lack of organizational
support, lack of patient awareness of such services, and lack of reimbursement for these
types of services [51, 103]. There have also been significant barriers related to
implementing decision coaching by healthcare professionals, including lack of time,
lack of knowledge and skills, and inadequate training in decision coaching [22, 51, 104].

2.7 COMPUTERIZED TOOLS FOR SDM
As computer technology becomes ubiquitous in daily life and healthcare settings, a
number of computerized tools have been developed to make decision support more
engaging and more accessible to patients.
Hochlehnert et al. described a computer-based information tool to support SDM
among Fibromyalgia patients [105]. Through an interactive interface, users can navigate
information about Fibromyalgia and its typical symptoms, the causes and diagnosis of
Fibromyalgia, and existing options for treatment. The tool combines text information
with diagrams and also uses short video sequences for additional illustration. In a pilot
evaluation study, participants reported the system to be easy to use and informative.
Participants also appreciated the use of the computerized information tool and
expressed the desire for such a tool in general practitioners’ offices.
Schroy et al. developed a web-based decision aid for SDM regarding colorectal
cancer (CRC) screening [106]. The decision aid discusses the colorectal cancer, the
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screening options and the relevant test features such as accuracy and discomfort. It
provides comparisons of each option with respect to individual test features. It also
includes a decision-making module in which the user is asked to identify a preferred
option and rank order the test features that influenced their selection. A randomized
control trial comparing it to usual care found that the decision aid led to higher
knowledge about CRC, greater intention for screening, and higher satisfaction with the
decision-making process.

Figure 2-3: Web Tool for Colorectal Cancer Screening
Mathieu et al. developed an online decision aid to help women make choice
about mammography screening [107]. The decision aid explains the benefits and
potential harms related to mammography screening. It includes a worksheet to help
users determine their preferences by asking them to rate their attitudes on a list of facts
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related to mammography screening. A randomized controlled trial indicated the
effectiveness of this decision aid, with results showing that participants who interacted
with the aid were more knowledgeable and more likely to choose mammography
screening than those who did not.
Another example of computerized SDM tools is the Statin Choice, which is a
web-based decision aid developed by the Mayo Clinic for heart disease prevention. It is
designed to be used by a health professional during the clinical visit. It starts by looking
at the patient’s current risk based on their medical record or patient information entered
via an interactive panel. It then allows the patient to choose a specific prevention option
and look at the benefits and issues associated with that choice. If the patient decides to
proceed with a particular option, the system will generate a summary of that option
including any notes entered during the consultation. The summary document can be
printed as a PDF or emailed to the patient.
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Figure 2-4: Statin Choice
Elwyn et al. developed the Option Grid, which is a brief and easy to read online
tool designed for use in clinical encounters to help patients and health professionals
compare options [108]. It provides a standardized way of presenting options using
summary tables in which all relevant options are listed side by side against questions
that patients frequently ask, facilitating rapid comparison. Evaluated across different
decision contexts, the Option Grid has proven to be effective in increasing patient
knowledge and facilitating SDM in clinical encounters with minimal impact on the
length of clinical encounters [109-112].

Figure 2-5: Option Grid
Other similar tools include a computerized decision aid for women considering
post-menopausal HRT [113], a computerized decision aid for breast cancer prevention
[114], a multimedia web tool on decisions related to prenatal testing [115], an
automated tool to generate advance directives for end-of-life decisions [116], the
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"Colorectal Web" for colorectal cancer screening [117], and a computer system installed
in public workplaces for prostate cancer screening [118].
To summarize, a number of computerized tools have been developed to support
SDM, many of which have been evaluated in formal studies and shown to be effective.
However, these tools focus heavily on information provision without explicitly eliciting
patient values and preferences. They also lack the empathy and alliance-building that a
human healthcare provider would offer in clinical consultations. In addition, most
currently available tools have not assisted patients in integrating their personal values
and preferences with information about benefits and risks of relevant options to arrive
at a best choice. In most cases, patients have had to perform this integration themselves,
which can be cognitively difficult and emotionally burdened.

2.8 EMBODIED CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS FOR
HEALTH COUNSELING
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) are computer animated characters designed
to simulate face-to-face conversation through the use of verbal and nonverbal behaviors
present in human conversation [37]. The verbal behavior is primarily produced by
synthesized or prerecorded speech and synchronized with various nonverbal behaviors
including mouth movements, eye movements, head nods, hand gestures, facial
displays, and body postures to convey supplementary semantic information in addition
to speech and build relationship with users.
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The use of ECAs has been explored in a wide range of applications, including
virtual tutors in education [119-122], virtual coaches for job interviews [123-125], copresenters in scientific presentations [126], tour guides [127, 128], storytellers [129, 130],
and daily assistants or social companions [131, 132].
Of particular relevance to the proposed work are the ECAs developed in
healthcare for the provision of health education and counseling. Bickmore and his team
conducted a series of studies exploring the use of ECAs to help explain medical
documents. They found ECAs to be effective tools for communicating complex health
information to patients, particularly to those with low health literacy [38-42]. Patients
with low health literacy are particularly satisfied with ECAs and ask more questions
compared to those with adequate health literacy [41, 42]. In a study evaluating the
effectiveness of a virtual nurse in explaining discharge information, patients indicated
that they preferred this modality compared to human nurses, because they could spend
as much time as needed to review the information, and could ask questions without
feeling embarrassed [38].
Bickmore’s team also explored the use of ECAs in longitudinal interventions for
health behavior change. For example, they developed a virtual exercise coach to
promote walking behaviors among older adults, with results from a randomized
controlled trial showing that participants in the coach group walked significantly more
steps than people in the control group [133]. They also developed the "Gabby" system to
provide preconception care to young African American women by screening for over
100 health risks and addressing these risks in a series of conversations with a virtual
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counselor called "Gabby". A randomized controlled trial showed that participants who
used the "Gabby" system successfully resolved risks 25% more often than those in the
control group. More recently, Bickmore et al. developed a virtual coach that is used in
conjunction with medical group visits to help individuals with chronic pain and
depression manage their stress [134]. They found that this intervention led to
significantly more positive behaviors in stress management compared to usual care.
Other researchers have also investigated the role of ECAs as virtual health
coaches to engage users in health interventions. McDonald et al. developed a virtual
coach to help older adults improve their skills in communicating osteoarthritis pain
information [135]. In a pilot study comparing the virtual coach with a video coach or no
coach, they found participants who practiced talking with the virtual coach described
significantly more important pain information compared to participants in the other
two groups [135]. Hudlika et al. developed a virtual coach that provides meditation
training and coaching via pre-recorded audios, to help people establish a regular
mindfulness practice [136]. In a pilot evaluation study, they found that participants in
the coached group practiced more frequently and for a significant longer time than
participants in the control group [136]. Also, Monkaresi et al. developed the "IDL coach"
for individuals with diabetes to manage their prescribed exercise, nutrition, blood
glucose monitoring, and medication adherence, although no evaluation study is
reported [137].
Rizzo and colleagues developed the "SimCoach" system to address depression
and post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD) among military service members [138],
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although a randomized controlled did not find any clinically significant benefits of
using "SimCoach" [139]. The same research group also developed the "SimSensei"
system, a virtual clinical interviewer who automatically assesses user distress based on
verbal and nonverbal behaviors correlated with psychological distress [140]. Initial
studies of a Wizard of Oz (WoZ) and a fully automated version of the "SimSensei"
system showed that participants were willing to share, comfortable sharing, and did
share intimate information with the virtual interviewer [140]. More recently, Rizzo’s
group conducted an evaluation study comparing "SimSensei" to a self-report
questionnaire with a sample of military service members. They found that participants
reported significantly more PTSD symptoms to the SimSensei virtual interviewer than
they did on the self-report instrument [141].
These systems have demonstrated the efficacy of using ECAs in counseling
patients on various health problems, highlighting the potential of ECAs to be
successfully applied in other health contexts. To date, few ECAs have been developed
in the context of SDM. The only published work is a study by Robertson et al. [142],
which described a virtual decision coach to help patients make shared decisions about
treatment for prostate cancer. However, this work was limited to preliminary visual
design of the virtual character, with evaluation limited to a formative example walkthrough of a low-fidelity prototype.

2.9 SUMMARY OF RELATED WORK
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Shared decision making is an ideal model for involving patients in medical decision
making and it is particularly useful for preference-sensitive situations in which no
single best option is available to every patient, each option has positive and negative
qualities that patients value differently, and the best choice depends heavily on the
values and preferences of the patient. However, there have been barriers for patients to
actively and confidently participate in SDM, including lack of guidance and support
from healthcare professionals, reluctance to discuss options and ask questions, and lack
of health literacy and skills to effectively communicate with their healthcare providers.
There have been several decision support techniques developed to support patient
participation in SDM, namely patient decision aids and decision coaching. However,
they either fail to address all essential components of SDM or there are barriers to using
them by human healthcare providers in practice. The previous work on ECAs has
shown that they are capable of providing health counseling and coaching in an effective
way and have a positive impact on patient satisfaction and health outcomes. Thus,
ECAs represent a promising alternative to the provision of decision support for SDM.
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3 A VIRTUAL DECISION
COACH FOR MEDICAL
SHARED DECISION MAKING
The literature review suggests that ECAs can provide SDM by taking the role of a
decision coach and providing support to patients as they move through the SDM
process. In this chapter, I describe the development of a domain independent approach
to automating the provision of decision support for SDM using an ECA. Specifically, I
develop an ECA that acts as a virtual decision coach to facilitate SDM by automatically
providing guidance and coaching on the essential tasks of SDM. The primary goal of
this endeavor is to empower patients to actively participate in SDM and help them
make a decision that is informed by the best available evidence and consistent with
their personal values and preferences.
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3.1 PRIMARY SDM TASKS
The literature review suggests that SDM follows a standard process in which the virtual
decision coach can guide and coach patients on a series of tasks as they move through
the SDM process. From the process models of SDM reviewed in 2.2, I condensed the
four specific tasks that the virtual decision coach can assist with, namely problem
identification, choice education, value clarification and preference elicitation (VC/PE),
and decision making.
•

Problem Identification is to identify the problem that needs to be addressed. The
problem is often a decision in which a range of options exist. The virtual coach can
help patients become aware of an impending choice among options and the
importance of exercising personal values and preferences in making a decision that
is right for them. The virtual coach can also check patient emotional state as well as
their preferred role in decision making before proceeding to the next task.

•

Choice Education is to inform the patient about relevant options and describe their
benefits and risks. This task deals with the "objective evidence", referring to the
general information about options, the benefits and risks inherent in each option,
and the uncertainty information if any [143].
Where multiple options exist, a balanced representation of the benefits and risks
of all options are needed. As patients may lack a medical background or be
unfamiliar with the information being conveyed, the virtual coach can assess patient
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understanding, check for misconception periodically, and offer the opportunity for
review and clarification.
•

Value Clarification and Preference Elicitation is to encourage patients to consider
the benefits and risks of each relevant option and clarify values that may influence
their decision making. This task deals with the "subjective evidence", focusing on
patient attitudes and desirability towards the relevant options [143].
Although VC and PE are carried out together, they focus on different concepts
and have independent tasks. Value is the key concept of VC, which refers to "a
person’s informed attitudes about the relative desirability or undesirability of a
health care option’s unique characteristics, including that option’s protocol, possible
benefits, and potential harm" [144]. The task of VC, thus, involves obtaining and
comparing the importance that the patient attributes to the positive and negative
characteristics of options. PE focuses on the concept of preference, which refers to "a
person’s overall most-favored option, after taking into account his or her attitudes
toward each option’s detailed characteristics" [144]. Therefore, the task of PE
requires integrating patient values with the "objective evidence" and identifying the
patient’s most favored option.
There are multiple methods that can be used for value clarification and
preference elicitation, of which "explicit" methods have been shown to improve
chosen options congruent with patient values [31]. The "explicit" methods engage
patients in tasks involving explicitly comparing, ranking, and rating relevant
options and their characteristics. Card Sorting is one of the widely used "explicit"
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methods. It asks the patient to rank order a list of criteria according to their
importance to decision making. And based on that, several cards with option
information are provided to patients to organize and pick the best choice. Other
"explicit" methods include SMARTER and AHP as described in 2.4.3.
•

Decision Making is to help the patient choose a preferred option to implement and
break down barriers if any to implementing the preferred choice.
After VC/PE, the virtual coach and the patient can make a decision if the choice
is clear to both parties. The coach can offer the opportunity for review, as the patient
may want to reconsider and change their decision after searching for more
information or after discussing the choice with their friends or family members. A
decision can also be deferred for a later time if the patient has issues that remain
unresolved, needs more time for deliberation, or wants to explore additional
information.

3.2 CONVERSATIONAL STRUCTURE
The virtual decision coach addresses these SDM tasks through a decision coaching
conversation. The structure of the conversation is shown in Figure 3-1. Specifically, the
conversation consists of seven primary topics in the following order:
•

Greeting and Trust Building. The conversation begins with a greeting and a selfintroduction, and then moves quickly to a social chat portion in which the virtual
coach asks how the user is generally feeling today and shows empathy as needed.
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This portion of the conversation is designed for the virtual coach to build trust and
rapport with its user and make sure the user is comfortable with the interaction.

Figure 3-1: Conversation Structure of Decision Counseling
•

Problem Education. The conversation then moves to address the first primary task
of SDM. The virtual coach starts with a brief overview of what is going to be covered
in the conversation, makes explicit the decision problem that needs to be addressed,
and asks about the user’s level of familiarity with the decision problem in order to
determine whether to provide additional background information. The virtual coach
then discusses the preference-sensitive nature of the decision problem and
highlights the importance of her collaboration with the user, in which the virtual
coach contributes by providing scientific facts and the user contributes by sharing
their personal values and preferences, in order to make a choice that uses the best
available evidence while accounting for patient personal values and preferences.
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•

Choice Education. This next portion of the conversation addresses the second task
of SDM. In this portion, the virtual decision coach seeks to explain all available
options in a balanced way and with sufficient details in order to make sure the user
is fully informed of the benefits and risks associated with each option before making
a choice. The virtual coach first provides an overview of the available options with
areas of contrast highlighted, and then presents the options with detailed
explanation in a one-by-one manner, ending with a side-by-side summary table that
allows the user to compare between different options. Icon arrays and images will
be used to help explain risk concepts and provide additional information for
complex medical procedures. At the end of each option explained, the virtual coach
checks the user’s understanding using a teach-back technique and provides
clarification if misunderstanding is detected.

•

Value Clarification. This portion of the conversation addresses the third primary
task of SDM. The virtual decision coach seeks to help the user clarify their personal
values and priorities related to the decision and identify the most preferred choice.
In the conversation, the virtual coach guides the user through an explicit VC exercise
to clarify their personal values and priorities about the different characteristics of the
options, and then helps integrate these values with the best available clinical
evidence presented in the choice education module, to suggest an optimal choice.

•

Decision Making. The last task of SDM is addressed by this portion of the
conversation. The virtual decision coach seeks to support the user to arrive at a
decision and implement the preferred choice. In this portion, the virtual coach
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assesses the user’s readiness to make a decision. If the user is ready to make a choice,
the coach then helps the user develop a provisional plan to implement the preferred
choice. If the user is unsure about the choice or prefers to defer the decision to a later
time, the coach then identifies the barriers impeding the decision making and
discuss possible solutions to resolve the barriers.
•

Emotion Checking. This particular module is designed to check the emotional state
of the user and determine if the user is ready to proceed to the next task of the SDM
process. It is repeated three times, between the essential SDM tasks in the
conversation. In this portion of the conversation, the virtual coach asks about the
user’s feeling about each primary task of SDM, offering the opportunity to resolve
issues or concerns related to the present task.

•

Closing. Finally, the virtual coach wraps up the conversation by summarizing what
has been discussed in the conversation, as well as the choice made by the user and
the implementation plan if any.

3.3 IMPLEMENTATION
The virtual decision coach is an ECA developed using a domain-independent computer
framework as shown in Figure 4. The agent’s conversational dialogues are scripted
using a custom scripting language based on Hierarchical Transition Networks (HTN)
and template-based text generation. HTN is not only used to model the hierarchical
structure of the dialogues, but also to support common dialogue fragments to be reused
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in several places of the conversation. The HTN-based scripts are then compiled into
executable codes as part of the Dialogue Engine. This is a state-based dialogue manager
that decides the next action (e.g., agent utterances and User Interface elements) of the
agent system based on user inputs and variables defined before and during the
conversation. User properties such as names are stored in a persistent database,
allowing the agent to remember and refer back to information from prior dialogue
turns, or prior conversations, if multiple conversations are required.
Compiled
Scripts

BEAT

HTN-based
Scripts

User
Input
Agent Utterances

Output

Dialogue Engine

Database

TTS
UI Commands

Figure 3-2: Computer Agent Framework
The agent itself is a 3D computer character animated and rendered in the Unity
game engine using custom animation software. It talks using synthetic speech from a
commercial Text to Speech (TTS) system and displays a range of nonverbal
conversational behaviors, including hand gestures and eyebrow movement for
emphasis, body posture shifts to mark topic boundaries, head nods for
acknowledgement, gaze behaviors to signal turn taking, different facial expressions to
communicate emotional state, and variable proximity such as wide to close-up camera
shots. Most nonverbal conversational behavior is automatically generated for each
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agent utterance and synchronized with agent speech using the BEAT text-to-embodiedspeech system [145]. Users contribute to the conversation primarily by selecting items
from a multiple-choice menu of utterance options, which are dynamically updated
based on the conversational context at the end of each dialogue turn.

4 EVALUATING THE
ACCEPTABILITY OF A VIRTUAL
DECISION COACH
Based on the above framework, I developed a prototype system and conducted a pilot
study to evaluate the feasibility of using an ECA as a decision coach, and the
acceptability of the coach in supporting SDM on prenatal testing for Down Syndrome.
In this chapter, I describe the prototype system, the pilot study conducted with the
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prototype system, and the lessons learned from this study. This work has been
published at the 18th ACM International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents, [146].

4.1 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
Building upon the framework presented in Chapter 3, I developed a prototype system
to help women make a shared decision regarding prenatal testing for Down syndrome.
The prototype system was designed to cover 4 primary topics. Sample script of these
topics are shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Counseling Scripts for SDM regarding Prenatal Testing
Topic 1: Greeting and Alliance-Building
The virtual coach begins the session by establishing rapport and therapeutic alliance
[147] with the user through social chat and empathy.
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Figure 4-2: Virtual Coach Showing Empathy
Topic 2: Health Education
The virtual coach continues by ensuring the user is fully informed of Down syndrome
and prenatal testing, as well as the available options for prenatal testing, and to
motivate the patient to participate in shared decision making. In the prototype, the
virtual coach first talks about Down syndrome and the risk factors associated with
Down syndrome, followed by a brief discussion about why shared decision making for
prenatal testing is important in this context. The virtual coach then discusses prenatal
testing in general and the testing options available for Down syndrome in particular.
The virtual coach uses text props to provide outlines of the topics under
discussion and side-by-side table to allow users to compare between different testing
options. The coach also uses stadium charts and images to help explain risk concepts
and provide additional information for complex medical procedures. Deictic gestures
are used to refer to these props during the coach’s conversation with a user.
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Figure 4-3: Virtual Coach Using Various Visual Props
Topic 3: Value Clarification
The virtual coach then helps users clarify their personal values and preferences related
to prenatal testing by leading them through a value clarification exercise. In this
exercise, the user is asked to rank order a list of attributes (e.g. detection rate, risk of
miscarriage), by personal importance when it comes to making a decision regarding
prenatal testing. The responses are then used to generate a preference list of testing
options tailored to these personal priorities.
Topic 4: Decision Making
The virtual coach assists the user in making a final choice regarding prenatal testing.
The virtual coach first makes a suggestion based on the values and preference
information collected previously using SMARTER decision analysis algorithm as
described in 2.4.3.1, and then asks the user how they feel about the option. Women can
either accept the suggested option or choose a different one.

4.2 PILOT STUDY
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To evaluate the acceptance and efficacy of the prototype system, I conducted a quasiexperimental study in which participants interacted with the virtual coach in a single
counseling session, discussing Down syndrome and prenatal testing for this condition,
with measures collected prior to and immediately after the session. The entire session
took approximately 1 hour, and participants were compensated for their time.

4.2.1 PARTICIPANTS
To be eligible for the study, participants were required to be female, at least 21 years
old, able to speak and read English, and have not had a child before but interested in
having children in the future. Participants were recruited via fliers distributed around
local campuses, stores, and community centers. The study was approved by the
Northeastern University IRB (#17-12-01), and participants were compensated $20 for
their time.

4.2.2 PROCEDURE
The study was held in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) laboratory at
Northeastern University. After being consented, participants completed baseline
questionnaires, had their health literacy and numeracy assessed, and completed a
knowledge test on prenatal testing. Participants were then asked to interact with the
virtual decision coach for approximately 30 minutes. Immediately after the interaction,
the same knowledge test was administered again, as well as questionnaires measuring
how they felt about their decision, and their attitudes towards the decision-making
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experience and the virtual coach. At the end of the study, a semi-structured interview
was conducted to ask participants about their overall impression of the experience,
which was audiotaped for subsequent analysis.

4.2.3 MEASURES
In addition to sociodemographic measures, I collected the following measures prior to
(T0) and immediately after interacting with the virtual decision coach (T1).
•

Health Locus of Control was assessed at T0 using the Multidimensional Health
Locus of Control Scale [148], to evaluate the belief of an individual in who or what
has control over their health. The scale has 18 statements of which 6 items indicating
strong beliefs in internal control by oneself, 6 items indicating strong beliefs in
external control by powerful others, and 6 items indicating strong beliefs in external
control by chance.

•

Preferred Role in Decision Making was assessed at T0 using the Control Preference
Scale as described in 2.5.1.

•

Health Literacy (HL) was assessed at T0 using the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy
in Medicine (REALM) instrument as described in 2.5.1.

•

Numeracy was assessed at T0 using the numeracy instrument as described in 2.5.1.

•

Knowledge about prenatal testing was assessed at T0 and T1 using a knowledge
scale that consisted of 12 true/false/don’t know statements. The scale was based on
a knowledge measure developed and validated to evaluate a web-based decision aid
on decision making regarding prenatal testing [115]. The content of the original
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measure was based on a generic list of domains considered to be essential to
informed decision making in prenatal screening for Down syndrome [149, 150].
Cumulative knowledge scores (range 0-12) were derived by summing correct
responses to the 12 individual knowledge questions.
•

Decisional Conflict was assessed at T1 using the Decisional Conflict Scale as
described in 2.5.2.

•

Decisional Regret was assessed at T1 using the Decision Regret Scale as described in
2.5.3.

•

Decision Satisfaction was assessed at T1 using the Satisfaction with Decision Scale
as described in 2.5.3.

•

Attitudes towards the Decision-Making Experience was assessed at T1 using 4
single-item questions on a 7-point scale.

•

Attitudes towards the Virtual Decision Coach was assessed at T1 using 5 singleitem questions on a 7-point scale.

4.2.4 RESULTS
I recruited a total of 13 participants, of whom 12 successfully completed the study and
are included in the analysis. The demographics and personal characteristics of the
participants are shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Participant Sociodemographics
Participant Characteristics (N=12)
Age, mean (SD)

Descriptive Statistics
24 (1.5)
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Ethnicity, n (%)
Asian or Pacific Islander
White
Marital Status, n (%)
Single
Married
Education, n (%)
Some College
College Graduate and Higher
Health locus of control, n (%)
Internal control
External control by chance
Control preference, n (%)
Active Role
Shared Role
Passive Role
Health literacy, n (%)
Adequate
Inadequate
Numeracy (0-11), mean (SD)

9 (75)
3 (25)
11 (92)
1 (8)
3 (25)
9 (75)
11 (92)
1 (8)
7 (58)
2 (17)
3 (25)
9 (75)
3 (25)
10.3 (1.1)

4.2.4.1 Quantitative Results
Overall, participants were satisfied with their decision and the decision-making
experience. Regarding their final choice for a future pregnancy: of the 12 participants, 1
preferred not to do prenatal testing, 6 preferred a screening test, and 5 preferred a
diagnostic test. Eight participants liked the option recommended by the virtual coach
and chose it as their final choice for prenatal testing.
Knowledge of Prenatal Testing. There was a significant increase in participant’s
knowledge score after using the agent-based decision aid (M=11.17, SD=0.83) compared
to before (M= 3.58, SD = 1.62), paired t (11) = 13, p<.01.
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Figure 4-4: Knowledge of Prenatal Testing Pre-Post
Decisional Conflict. Participants reported low decisional conflict (M=19.79, SD=8.89)
after talking to the agent, and their scores were significantly lower than the benchmark
score of 25 in this scale, indicating participant tendency to make a decision instead of
delaying or deferring a decision (One Sample t-test, p<.05).
Decision Regret. Participants reported low decisional regret (M=20.83, SD=10.41) after
the interaction, and their scores were significantly lower than a ‘neutral’ score of 50
(One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p<.01).
Satisfaction with Decision. Participants reported high satisfaction (M=4.19, SD=0.45)
with the decision they made with the virtual coach, and their scores were significantly
higher than a ‘neutral’ score of 3 (One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p<.01).
Attitudes towards Decision Making Process. Participants felt they received slightly
more information than they wanted. However, they perceived low pressure about
making the decision, with their scores significantly lower than a ‘neutral score’ of 3
(One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p<.01). They were highly satisfied with the
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decision-making process and reported that they were very likely to adhere to their
chosen prenatal testing option in the future, both significantly higher than a ‘neutral
score’ of 3 (One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p<.01). (See Table 4-2.)
Table 4-2: Attitudes towards Decision Making Experience
Questions

Mean (SD)

P-Value

How much information did you get?

4.25 (0.75)

n.s. †

5.67 (0.65)

<.01 **

2.75 (1.06)

<.01 **

5.58 (0.90)

<.01 **

(1=Too little; 4=Just right; 7=Too much)
How likely would you go with the option you prefer?
(1=Extremely unlikely; 7=Extremely likely)
How much pressure did you feel?
(1=No pressure; 7=Extreme pressure)
How satisfied were you with the decision-making process?
(1=Not satisfied; 7=Extremely satisfied)
* Significant at the .05 probability level.
** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level.
† NS, nonsignificant.

Attitudes towards Virtual Decision Coach. Participants were very satisfied with the
virtual agent. They also liked the agent, trusted the agent, found the agent to be
knowledgeable, and expressed a desire to make future decisions with the agent. Onesample Wilcoxon signed rank test demonstrated all ratings were significantly higher
than a ‘neutral’ score of 3 (p<.01). (See Table 4-3.)
Table 4-3: Attitudes towards Virtual Decision Coach
Questions

Mean (SD)

P-Value

How satisfied were you with the animated character?

5.83 (0.83)

<.01 **
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(1=Not at all; 7=Very satisfied)
How much would you like to make future decisions with

5.58 (1.08)

<.01 **

5.75 (0.87)

<.01 **

5.67 (0.98)

<.01 **

6.17 (0.39)

<.01 **

the animated character? (1=Not at all; 7=Very much)
How much do you trust the animated character?
(1=Not at all; 7=Very much)
How much do you like the animated character?
(1=Not at all; 7=Very much)
How knowledgeable was the animated character?
(1=Not at all; 7=Very knowledgeable)
* Significant at the .05 probability level.
** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level.
† NS, nonsignificant.

4.2.4.2 Qualitative Results
Interview responses were transcribed and coded for common themes. In general,
participants found the virtual decision coach helpful and easy to interact with, and they
felt more informed after their conversation.
When asked about the most helpful topic in the decision aid, some participants
referred to “when she described all the procedures and what happens in each of them and you
know how accurate these are and what are the risks and benefits” because it helped
“understand what each of these procedures entail” (P5). Some found “the part where it asked
you about what you value the most and you listed your priorities down to the bottom, and kind
of analyzed those for what would match” (P12) was most helpful because it “helped you make
a decision based on your information” (P6). Some participants expressed appreciation for
the side-by-side comparison table (Fig. 2) of the testing options. For example, “after each
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section, she had the two options side by side, so you can see the numbers side by side because you
heard them and remembered them but visually seeing them side by side is probably most helpful”
(P9).
For participants who chose to accept the option suggested by the coach, they felt
the agent’s suggestion provided a reassuring feeling. For example, “I knew I would pick a
screening test, but I was not sure about which one, and her suggestion was helpful, and I feel
more sure about my choice” (P6). Also, “I feel it [agent’s suggestion] was probably reassuring
because when I looked through it logically, the things that I took into account were also the
things she took into account, so it came to the same result” (P12).
Some participants chose an option other than the one the agent suggested simply
because they had a preference for a particular option. For example, “She suggested NIPT
[…], but at the end of the day, I would really like to know whether my baby has Down syndrome
or not […], so I would prefer CVS” (P11). There were also participants who preferred a
different option for personal reasons. For example, “I know I wouldn’t terminate my
pregnancy, so I would prefer to have no test because I do not see the benefits of knowing this
statistics or risks because it may probably cause more stress, so I would not want the number”
(P10).
When asked about ideas for future improvement, some participants suggested
having the option to skip over information they were not interested in. Other
participants expressed a desire for more detailed information, for example, “I want to
know more about the diagnostic test […]. The risks are very similar. I want more details about
what the small difference means” (P5). And, “Maybe it could be a little bit more elaborate on the
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discomfort of the diagnostic test, like how long it is going to be and how severe, and is it going to
be for everyone or just by chance” (P8). Also, “Maybe you can set up a section to talk about
what if your baby is diagnosed with Down syndrome, and what are the options” (P7).

4.3 CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that ECAs can effectively perform in the role of decision coach
to facilitate the SDM process, affirmatively answering RQ1. Participants demonstrated
significant increases in knowledge, and high levels of satisfaction with their final
decision and low levels of decisional conflict and regret after interacting with the virtual
decision coach. They also liked the coach, trusted the coach, and were satisfied with the
decision-making process guided by and the decision they made with the virtual
decision coach.
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5 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
OF VALUE CLARIFICATION
PREFERENCE ELICITATION
METHODS
In the previous prototype system, I used the SMARTER approach for value
clarification/preference elicitation (VC/PE). However, several other methods for
VC/PE are available. There remains no established best practice, and the evidence
about the effectiveness of any given method is limited. In addition, none of these
methods have been evaluated in automated SDM systems with an ECA. Thus, I
conducted an empirical study to compare three common VC/PE approaches delivered
by an ECA in terms of their usability and effects on decision quality and decisionmaking experience. In this chapter, I describe the study as well as the lessons learned
from this study.
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5.1 STUDY CONDITIONS AND SYSTEMS
As suggested in the related work section, several VC/PE methods are available for
clarifying patient values and integrating these values with scientific facts to identify
patient preference. In this work, I sought to compare three specific VC/PE approaches,
which are Card-Sorting, SMARTER, and Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). These
three approaches were chosen for comparison because they can all be used for VC/PE
on the individual level, but vary vastly in underlying decision-making frameworks,
computational algorithms, and complexity in practical use.
The study conditions are three VC/PE manipulations. I implemented these
manipulations by developing different dialog scripts for each decision problem.
Specifically, I created three versions of each dialog script, with Card Sorting,
SMARTER, and AHP approaches to address the VC/PE task of SDM. The VC/PE
manipulation was primarily within the value clarification module (Section 3.2) of the
counseling conversation.
(1) Card Sorting-based System: after learning about the information of the decision
problem as well as the key options and their attributes (e.g., effectiveness, risk, and
cost), participants are asked to rank order the attributes based on their importance to
decision making. The virtual coach then provides a summary table, in which the
option attributes are ordered by the participant’s rankings, and participants are
asked to make a choice using this summary table.
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Figure 5-1: Ranking Exercise and Summary Table based on Card Sorting
(2) SMARTER-based System: after learning about the information for the decision
problem and key decision options and their attributes (e.g., effectiveness, risk, and
cost), participants are asked to rank order the attributes based on their importance to
decision making. The virtual coach then makes a recommendation based on the
participant’s rankings using the SMARTER algorithm as described in 2.4.3.1.

Figure 5-2: Ranking Exercise and Recommendation using SMARTER
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(3) AHP-based System: after learning about the information of the decision problem as
well as the key options and their attributes (e.g., effectiveness, risk, and cost),
participants are asked to do a series of pairwise comparisons on both the attributes
and the options with respect to each attribute. The virtual coach then makes a
recommendation based on the participant’s rankings using the AHP algorithm as
described in 2.4.3.2.

Figure 5-3: Pairwise Comparison and Recommendation using AHP
To mitigate potential confounds of a particular decision problem on decision
quality and decision-making experience, I chose to test the above approaches on three
different decision problems. The three decision problems were selected to be as similar
as possible with regards to the number of available options (all have 3 key options) and
evaluative attributes (all can be evaluated using effectiveness, risk and cost), but
different enough so that learning effects would be minimized. Specifically, the three
decision problems were:
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(a) prenatal testing for down syndrome, for which I selected Serum Screening,
Combined Screening and Amniocentesis as three available options and effectiveness in
detecting down syndrome (detection rate), risk of miscarriage and cost as evaluative
attributes.
(b) colon cancer screening, for which I selected Stool DNA Test, Fecal Immunochemical
Test and Colonoscopy as three available options and effectiveness in detecting colon
cancer (detection rate), risk of complications and cost as evaluative attributes.
(c) acne treatment, for which I selected Azelaic Acid, Oral Contraceptives and
Photodynamic Therapy as three available options and effectiveness in reducing acne
spots, risk of side effects and cost as evaluative attributes.

5.2 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION STUDY
With the above systems, I conducted a three-arm, counterbalanced, within-subjects
experiment in which participants interacted with a virtual decision coach to decide on a
best choice for prenatal testing, colon cancer screening, and acne treatment using three
different VC/PE approaches in three separate sessions on the same day.
The order of the study conditions as well as the decision problems used in each
study condition were randomized (counterbalanced) for each participant to avoid
confounds from these factors. As a result, each study participant engaged in three SDM
sessions, delivered by the same virtual decision coach, with a random ordering of
decision problems, and using a random ordering of VC/PE approaches.
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5.2.1 PARTICIPANTS
To be eligible for the study, participants had to be female, at least 21 years old, able to
speak and read English, and have not had a child before but interested in having
children in the future. Participants were recruited via fliers distributed around local
campuses, stores, and community centers. The Northeastern University IRB approved
the study (IRB#17-12-01) and participants were compensated $20 for their time.

5.2.2 PROCEDURE
The study was held in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) laboratory at
Northeastern University and took approximately an hour to complete. Upon arrival,
participants completed an informed consent process, filled out baseline measures and
had their health literacy and numeracy assessed. Participants were then randomized to
a treatment ordering and conducted three separate SDM sessions with different
decision problems and VC/PE approaches. After each SDM session, participants
completed a series of questionnaires measuring the system usability, how they felt
about their decision, and their attitudes towards the decision-making experience and
the virtual coach. At the end of the study, a semi-structured interview was conducted to
ask participants about their overall impression of the experience, which was audiotaped
for subsequent analysis.

5.2.3 MEASURES
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In addition to sociodemographic measures, I collected the following self-report
measures prior to (T0) and immediately after each decision-making session (T1).
•

Need for Cognition was assessed at TO using a validated measure [151]. The 18item scale assesses individuals’ likelihood to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive
activities.

•

Preferred Role in Decision Making was assessed at T0 using the Control Preference
Scale as described in 2.5.1.

•

Health Literacy (HL) was assessed at T0 using the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy
in Medicine (REALM) instrument as described in 2.5.1. I used the cut-point of 60 for
high vs. low health literacy as done in previous studies.

•

Numeracy was assessed at T0 using the numeracy scale as described in 2.5.1.

•

Choice-Value Congruence was assessed at T1 for SMARTER and AHP conditions
only, by the difference between the choice recommended by the virtual coach in the
system and the choice made by the participant after the interaction.

•

System Usability was assessed at T1 using 9 single-item statements on a 7-point
scale.

•

Decisional Conflict was assessed at T1 using the Decisional Conflict Scale as
described in 2.5.2.

•

Decision Satisfaction was assessed at T1 using the Satisfaction with Decision Scale
as described in 2.5.3.

•

Attitudes towards the Decision-Making Experience was assessed at T1 using 4
single-item questions on a 7-point scale.
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•

Attitudes towards the Virtual Decision Coach was assessed at T1 using 5 singleitem questions on a 7-point scale.

5.2.4 RESULTS
A total of 20 participants successfully completed the study and are included in the
analysis. The demographic and personal characteristics of the participants are shown in
Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Participant Sociodemographics
Participant Characteristics (N=20)
Age, mean (SD)
Ethnicity, n (%)
Asian or Pacific Islander
White
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin
Marital Status, n (%)
Single
Education, n (%)
High School Graduate or GED
Some College
College Graduate and Higher
Advanced Degree
Control preference, n (%)
Active Role
Shared Role
Passive Role
Health literacy, n (%)
Adequate
Inadequate
Numeracy (0-10), mean (SD)

Descriptive Statistics
23.5 (2.1)
10 (50)
9 (45)
1 (5)
20 (100)
1 (5)
8 (40)
8 (40)
3 (15)
8 (40)
9 (45)
3 (15)
15 (75)
5 (25)
8.6 (1.9)

5.2.4.1 Quantitative Results
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Time for Completion. There was a main effect of study condition on the actual time
spent on completing the VC/PE exercise (X2(2) = 36.09, p < 0.01). Participants deciding
with AHP (M=4.7 mins, SD=0.64 mins) spent significantly longer time completing the
VC/PE exercise than those deciding with SMARTER (M=1.35 mins, SD=0.48 mins) and
Card Sorting (M=1.2 mins, SD=0.4 mins), as shown in Figure 5-4. However, when asked
“How much time did you feel it took to go through the entire decision-making process”,
participants felt they spent neither too little nor too much for all three conditions, as
shown in Figure 5-5. No order effect or effect of health topics was observed on either of
these measures.
5

4.7

Minutes

4

3

2
1.2

1.35

1
CS

SMARTER

AHP

Figure 5-4: Actual Time on VC/PE Exercise by Study Conditions
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Figure 5-4: Perceived Time on Entire Process by Study Conditions
Value-Choice Congruence. There was no significant difference between SMARTER and
AHP on value-choice congruence (See Figure 5-5). All participants deciding with AHP
(N=20) reached a decision, of which 16 made a choice that was the same as the virtual
coach’s suggestion and 4 chose a different option. Among participants deciding with
SMARTER, 14 made a choice that was the same as the virtual coach’s suggestion, 4

Percentage of Participants

chose a different option, and 2 couldn’t reach a decision.
100%

2

80%

4

4

60%

No Agent

40%

Suggestion

14

16

20%

Decided and
Match Suggestion
Decided but Not
Match Suggestion
Undecided

0%
CS

SMARTER

AHP

Figure 5-5: Value-Choice Congruence by Study Conditions
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System Usability. Table 5-2 shows descriptive statistics of the usability measures.
Participants found the AHP system to be more accurate in understanding their values
and preferences than the Card Sorting system (X2(2) = 6.20, p < 0.05). The SMARTER
system was significantly better than the AHP and Card Sorting systems on result
transparency (X2(2) = 12.44, p < 0.01) and was significantly better than the Card Sorting
system on overall satisfaction with the system (X2(2) = 6.68, p < 0.05). See Figure 5-6. No
order effect or effect of health topics was observed on any of these measures.
Table 5-2: System Usability by Study Condition
Statements

Card Sorting

SMARTER

AHP

P

(1-Strongly disagree, 7- Strongly agree)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

The system is easy to use.

6.82 (0.4)

6.85 (0.36)

6.67 (0.48)

0.07

The system helped me think about

6.06 (1.18)

6.35 (0.91)

6.50 (0.81)

0.15

5.41 (1.16)

5.95 (1.12)

6.28 (0.84)

0.04 *

6.12 (0.85)

5.90 (1.22)

6.44 (0.86)

0.23

The system is efficient.

5.82 (1.34)

6.20 (1.17)

5.78 (1.47)

0.25

The system helped me identify

5.41 (1.43)

5.80 (1.29)

6.17 (1.12)

0.10

5.12 (1.71)

6.68 (0.55)

5.67 (1.44)

0.002 **

I am satisfied with this system.

5.71 (1.15)

6.20 (0.93)

6.06 (0.99)

0.03 *

I would like to recommend this

5.12 (1.57)

5.55 (1.53)

5.56 (1.50)

0.22

what matters most to me.
The system perceived accurately
what matters most to me.
The system helped me get ready to
make a choice.

which option is best for me.
It is clear to me how the best option
was identified.

system to a friend.
* Significant at the .05 probability level. ** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level. † NS, nonsignificant.
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Figure 5-6: System Usability by Study Conditions
Decision Quality. There were no significant differences on decisional conflict across
study conditions. However, there was a main effect of study condition on decision
satisfaction related to feeling the decision was consistent with their personal values
(X2(2) = 6.30, p < 0.05). Specifically, participants were more satisfied that the decision
was consistent with their personal values when deciding with AHP (M=4.55, SD=0.50)
than SMARTER (M=4.15, SD= 0.65) and Card Sorting (M=4, SD=0.77). No order effect
or effect of health topics was observed on this measure.
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1
I am satisfied that my decision was consistent with my personal values.
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Figure 5-7: Decision Satisfaction by Study Conditions
Decision Making Experience. Table 5-3 shows the descriptive statistics for decision
making experience. Participants perceived higher pressure about making the decision
when deciding with AHP, compared to SMARTER and Card Sorting (X2(2) = 9.19,
p < 0.05). However, they reported they were more likely to adhere to their chose option
in the future when deciding with AHP, compared to SMARTER and Card Sorting
(X2(2) = 6.49, p < 0.05). No order effect or effect of health topics was observed on any of
these measures. There was no significant difference on other decision-making
experience measures.
Table 5-3: Decision Making Experience Ratings by Study Condition
Questions
How much information did you get?

Card Sorting

SMARTER AHP

P

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

3.75 (0.89)

3.80 (0.81)

3.75 (0.94)

0.85

4.90 (1.70)

5.30 (1.45)

5.7 (1.49)

0.03 *

1.65 (1.24)

1.70 (1.31)

2.45 (1.83)

0.01 **

5.33 (1.19)

5.70 (0.90)

5.65 (1.35)

0.61

(1-too little, 7-too much)

How likely would you go with the
option you prefer?
(1-extremely unlikely, 7-extremely
likely)

How much pressure did you feel?
(1-no pressure at all, 7-extreme pressure)

How satisfied were you with the
decision-making experience?
(1-not satisfied at all, 7-extremely
satisfied)

* Significant at the .05 probability level.
** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level.
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† NS, nonsignificant.

5.2.4.2 Qualitative Results
Interview responses were transcribed and coded for common themes. Overall,
participants were satisfied with the decision-making experience and did notice the
difference in the approaches used by the virtual decision coach for VC/PE.
“I think the conversations were very informative. The information she provided was very
helpful in making a particular decision because she talked about the cost and the risk. The
information was communicated in a good way.” (P5)
“In the one about the colon cancer (Card Sorting) and the one about prenatal screening
(SMARTER), I was asked to rank order which of the three factors matter the most to me,
and the one about acne (AHP), I was asked to pick between two at a time and compare
those… For the colon cancer one, she asked me about what I though the best option for me
was, and for the other two, she gave a suggestion and said do you agree this.” (P8)
When asked about which system they liked the most, 10 participants preferred the
SMARTER system, 8 preferred the AHP system, and 2 preferred the Card Sorting
system. Participants who liked the SMARTER system the most felt the SMARTER
system was very straightforward and efficient in getting a recommendation.
“I feel like the colon cancer screening one (SMARTER) was most efficient. It was like
what do you find most important, what is the next thing you find most important, and
then here is your best option.” (P14)
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Participants who liked the AHP system the most appreciated the nuance comparisons
of the options and the opportunities to evaluate the option attributes with personalized
ratings, and they found the system helpful to support them consider the options in a
detailed way that they would not have done by themselves.
“I liked the last one (AHP) the most because it is the most comprehensive one, where like
instead of just saying what is most important to me, I was also given the option to be like
I feel that this is the same, and so factors like she feels that 200 dollars is a big difference
but I think it not or something like that.” (P4)

5.3 CONCLUSION
The study provided empirical evidence on the usability and efficacy of three different
VC/PE approaches for SDM, addressing RQ2. Overall, participants preferred the
SMARTER and AHP approaches over Card Sorting. Compared to AHP, SMARTER is
superior in result transparency. Participants found it to be clearer as to how the best
option was identified by the virtual coach when using SMARTER than AHP. However,
participants felt their values to be perceived more accurately by the AHP system than
the SMARTER system. They were also more satisfied with their decisions and more
likely to adhere to their chosen option when deciding with AHP than SMARTER.
Therefore, AHP is a better approach to addressing the VC/PE task of SDM, given it has
the benefit to accurately incorporate patient values and leads to higher decision
satisfaction and likelihood to adhere to their chosen option. However, an improved
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version is needed to address the issue on result transparency and decision-making
pressure
The study also demonstrated that a virtual decision coach can be used to support
SDM across different decision problems, addressing RQ3. Participants reported low
levels of decisional conflict and high levels of satisfaction with their final decisions after
the interaction with the virtual decision coach. They were also very satisfied with their
decision-making experience regardless of study conditions.
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6 EVALUATING A VIRTUAL
SHARED DECISION-MAKING
COACH FOR COLON CANCER
SCREENING
The pilot study demonstrated the feasibility and acceptance of using a virtual decision
coach to support SDM. The comparative study suggested AHP is a desirable approach
for VC/PE. Based on these results, I developed a full AHP-based virtual SDM system to
help older adults make a shared decision for colon cancer screening and evaluated it in
a randomized controlled trial. In this chapter, I describe the system, the trial conducted
with the system, and the results of the trial.
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6.1 VIRTUAL SDM SYSTEM FOR CRC SCREENING
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer death among men and
women in the United States. Screening has been shown to be an effective way to
prevent and detect colorectal cancer, which can reduce CRC mortality and incidence
[152]. As the vast majority of colorectal cancer occurs in people who are 50 or older, the
United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommends that adults age 5075 start regular screening for colorectal cancer [153]. However, according to a report
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), about 1 in 3 adults aged 50
to 75 years have not been screened for colorectal cancer as recommended by the
USPSTF.
Shared decision making has been advocated as a potentially effective approach
to increasing patient acceptance and adherence to CRC screening recommendations
[153, 154]. Given that multiple screening tests are available for CRC screening, each
with distinct advantages and disadvantages, and no consensus exists regarding the
optimal test for all, CRC screening is an ideal case for shared decision making.
Therefore, I developed a virtual SDM system to help older adults make a shared
decision for colon cancer screening. The virtual SDM system was built upon the AHP
prototype system described in Chapter 5, and it was significantly expanded to fully
implement the framework discussed in Chapter 3. The full scripts of this system are
shown in Appendix TBD. Specifically, the full system covers the following topics.
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(1) Greeting: the virtual coach begins the conversation with a brief self-introduction,
greeting the user, and building trust through social chat and empathy.
(2) Agenda: after greeting, the virtual coach moves to a section in which she provides a
brief overview of the topics to be covered in the discussion.
(3) Colon Cancer Education: the virtual coach then discusses what colon cancer is, its
common symptoms, the risk of getting colon cancer for older adults, and why older
adults should get colon cancer screening. Following this, the coach points out there
is no best testing option for everyone and highlights the importance of practicing
SDM in this context.

Figure 6-1: Colon Cancer Education Section
(4) Emotion Check 1: the virtual coach then asks about how the user is feeling and if the
user has any questions or needs a review of the previous section.
(5) CRC Screening Education: the virtual coach then discusses the available options to
screen for colon cancer and presents scientific facts about the pros and cons of each
option. Three common screening options are discussed in the system: fecal
immunochemical test (FIT), stool DNA test, and colonoscopy. For each of the
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screening tests, the virtual coach explains what it is and how it is done, its detection
rate, possible results, repeat frequency, risk if any, and the cost of the test. As shown
in 6-2, a summary table with images and text props are used to highlight the
important information.

Figure 6-2: CRC Screening Education Section
(6) Emotion Check 2: the virtual coach asks about how the user is feeling and if the user
has any questions or needs a review of the previous section.
(7) Value Exercise: the conversation continues to a value exercise (Figure 6-3), which
was designed based on AHP and covers a list of attributes that are commonly used
in decision making for CRC screening, including detection rate, test preparation,
frequency, risk, and cost [106]. Specifically, the user is asked to compare all the
presented options and the evaluative attributes in pairs on a 9-point scale. The
responses are then put into an AHP algorithm to calculate option priorities. Sample
scripts are shown in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-3: AHP-based Value Exercise
…

AGENT: So, when it comes to colon cancer screening, which would you say is more important,
detecting colon cancer, or, having no risk of complications such as perforation or bleeding?
USER: Detecting colon cancer.
AGENT: Then how much more important is detecting colon cancer than having no risk of
complications to you? Let us say 1 is they are equally important, and 9 is detecting colon cancer is is
extremely more important than having no risk of complications.
USER: Actually, they are equally important.
…

AGENT: So, how do you feel about stool DNA test compared to the FIT test with respect to detection
rate? Let us say 1 is they are equally good on this aspect, and 9 is stool DNA test is a lot better than the
FIT test.
USER: Stool DNA test is a lot better than FIT.

Figure 6-4: Sample Dialogs for Value Exercise
(8) Choice Recommendation: as mentioned above, an underlying AHP algorithm is
used to calculate the priorities of the presented options. The virtual coach then
makes a suggestion based on the calculation results and explains to the user how the
choice was derived from their responses in the value exercise and provides the user
with options to accept or reject the recommendation. As shown in Figure 6-5, a
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colour-themed chart is used to display the option priorities and help explain the
trade-offs involved in each of the options.

Figure 6-5: Choice Recommendation Chart
(9) Farewell: the virtual agent wraps up the conversation and thanks the user for
participating in the study.

6.2 EVALUATION STUDY
To evaluate the final system, I conducted a two-treatment between-subjects randomized
controlled trial, in which participants were randomly assigned to either use the virtual
system (intervention) or read a paper pamphlet (control) to learn about CRC screening
and decide on the option they would prefer to use for CRC screening. The entire session
took approximately 1 hour, was approved by the Northeastern University IRB, and
participants were compensated for their time.
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6.2.1 PARTICIPANTS
Participants were eligible if they were 50 to 75 years of age, able to speak and read
English, and have not undergone any testing for colorectal cancer (CRC) screening.
They were recruited via fliers posted online and distributed around local stores and
community centers.

6.2.2 PROCEDURES
The study was held in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) laboratory at
Northeastern University and took approximately one hour to complete. After obtaining
informed consent, participants filled out the baseline measures, had their health literacy
and numeracy assessed, and completed a knowledge test on CRC screening.
Participants were then randomized to either interact with a virtual decision
coach (intervention) or read an educational pamphlet (control) to learn about CRC
screening and make a decision about the kind of option they would want for CRC
screening. The session for either condition took approximately 30 minutes. Immediately
after the session, all participants were asked to complete the knowledge test again, as
well as questionnaires measuring screening intentions, decision qualities, and their
attitudes towards the decision-making experience. The intervention participants
completed two additional questionnaires, with one measuring their involvement in
SDM and the other measuring their attitudes towards the virtual decision coach. At the
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end of the study, a semi-structured interview was conducted to learn about their overall
impression of the experience, which was audiotaped for subsequent analysis.

6.2.3 MEASURES
In addition to sociodemographic measures, I collected the following self-report
measures prior to (T0) and immediately after the SDM session (T1).
•

Need for Cognition was assessed at TO using a validated measure [151]. The 18item scale assesses individuals’ likelihood to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive
activities. Using a 7-point scale, the highest possible score on the Need for Cognition
Scale is 54 and the lowest possible score is -54.

•

Preferred Role in Decision Making was assessed at T0 using the Control Preference
Scale as described in 2.5.1.

•

Health Literacy (HL) was assessed at T0 using the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy
in Medicine (REALM) instrument as described in 2.5.1. I used the cut-point of 60 for
high vs. low health literacy as done in previous studies.

•

Numeracy was assessed at T0 using the numeracy scale as described in 2.5.1. I used
the median to dichotomize participants into high vs. low numeracy groups for
analysis.

•

Knowledge about colon cancer screening was assessed at T0 and T1 based on
responses to a 12-item questionnaire (true/false/don’t know) that was used in a
previous study evaluating a computer decision aid for CRC screening [106].
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Cumulative knowledge scores, ranging from 0-12, were derived by summing correct
responses to the 12 individual knowledge questions.
•

Screening intentions were also assessed as part of the post test. Participants were
asked how sure they were to schedule an appointment to get screened for colon
cancer and how sure they were to complete the screening test they scheduled, on an
ordered 5-point scale ranging from "not sure at all" to "completely sure".

•

Decisional Conflict was assessed at T1 using the Decisional Conflict Scale as
described in 2.5.2.

•

Decision Satisfaction was assessed at T1 using the Satisfaction with Decision Scale
as described in 2.5.3.

•

Preparation for Decision Making was assessed at T1 using the Preparation for
Decision Making Scale [155] to evaluate individual’s perceived usefulness of a
decision support tool to prepare them for decision making. Possible scores range
from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating not useful at all and 5 indicating very useful.

•

Attitudes towards the Decision-Making Experience was assessed at T1 using 4
single-item questions on a 7-point scale.

For intervention participants, I collected two additional measures at T1.
•

Involvement in Shared Decision Making was assessed using the 9-item Shared
Decision-Making Questionnaire (SDM-Q-9) as described in 2.5.2.

•

Attitudes towards the Virtual Decision Coach was assessed using 5 single-item
questions on a 7-point scale.
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6.2.4 RESULTS
I recruited a total of 26 participants, of whom 1 did not successfully completed the
study and was removed from the final analysis, 12 participants were randomized to the
intervention condition, and 13 were randomized to the control condition. The
demographics and personal characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Participant Sociodemographics
Participant Characteristics (N=25)
Age, mean (SD)
Ethnicity, n (%)
White
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin
Asian or Pacific Islander
Marital Status, n (%)
Single
Divorced/Widowed
Married
Education, n (%)
High School Graduate or GED
Some College
College Graduate
Advanced Degree
Need for Cognition, mean (SD)
Control preference, n (%)
Active Role
Shared Role
Passive Role
Health literacy, n (%)
Adequate
Numeracy (split at median), n (%)
Adequate
Inadequate

Descriptive Statistics
59 (5.8)
17 (68)
7 (28)
1 (4)
20 (80)
4 (16)
1 (4)
2 (8)
6 (24)
14 (56)
3 (12)
19.7 (17.4)
9 (36)
11 (44)
5 (20)
25 (100)
13 (52)
12 (48)

6.2.4.1 Quantitative Results
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Knowledge of CRC Screening. There was a significant increase in knowledge
scores after the session compared to before, regardless of study conditions. For
the intervention group, the knowledge scores increased to M=11.50 (SD=0.79)
after the session, compared to M=7.83 (SD=1.75) before, paired t (11) =7.15,
p<.01. For the control group, the knowledge scores were 11.46 (SD=0.88) after the
session, compared to M=8.07 (SD=1.93) before, paired t (12) =7.14, p<.01. No
significant difference in pre-test or post-test scores or change in scores was
observed between study conditions.

PRE

Knowledge Score

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

POST

11.5

7.83

Intervention

11.46
8.07

Control

Figure 6-6: Knowledge of CRC Screening Pre-Post by Study Condition
CRC Screening Choice. The final choices made by participants in each study
condition are shown in Table 6-2. All intervention participants reached a decision
after the session, while 2 control participants felt unsure about which option to
choose. Of all participants in the intervention group, 8 chose the option
suggested by the virtual decision coach as their final choice for CRC screening.
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Table 6-2: CRC Screening Choice by Study Condition
Intervention (N=12), n (%)

Control (N=13), n (%)

5 (41.7)

4 (30.8)

4 (33.3)

3 (23.1)

Colonoscopy

3 (25)

4 (30.8)

Undecided

0 (0)

2 (15.3)

CRC Screening Test
Fecal Immunochemical
Test
Stool DNA Test

Screening Intention. Participants in the intervention group reported
significantly greater intentions to schedule and complete a CRC screening test,
compared to those in the control group (Friedman Test, p<.01, Table 6-3).
Table 6-3: CRC Screening Intention by Study Condition
Questions

Intervention

Control

p-value

(1-extremely unsure, 7-extremely sure)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

How sure are you that you will schedule a

5.92 (1.16)

4.08 (1.44)

p=0.003 **

6.08 (0.99)

4.31 (1.60)

p=0.004 **

colorectal cancer screening test?
How sure are you that you will complete
colorectal cancer screening test?
* Significant at the .05 probability level.
** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level.

† NS, nonsignificant.

Decisional Conflict. As shown in Table 6-3, the decision conflict scores were
significantly lower for the intervention group (M=4.95, SD=9.92) compared to the
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control group (M=13.34, SD=12.91), W=117, p<.05 (Mann-Whitney Test). With
regards to its subscales, participants in the intervention group reported
significantly lower decisional conflict related to feeling uninformed and
indecisiveness about their personal values, compared to those in the control
group.
Table 6-3: Decisional Conflict by Study Condition
Decisional Conflict Score (0-100)

Intervention

Control

p-value

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Total Score

4.95 (9.92)

13.34 (12.91)

0.033 *

Informed Subscale Score

2.08 (7.22)

12.18 (17.55)

0.025 *

Value Clarity Subscale Score

4.17 (10.36)

16.03 (16.83)

0.049 *

Support Subscale Score

6.25 (15.54)

12.82 (17.55)

0.113

Uncertainty Subscale Score

4.86 (10.33)

12.82 (16.53)

0.194

Effective Decision Subscale Score

6.77 (9.78)

12.98 (16.43)

0.487

* Significant at the .05 probability level.
** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level.

† NS, nonsignificant.

Satisfaction with Decision. Participants in the intervention group reported a
slightly higher level of satisfaction with their decisions (M=4.60, SD=0.63),
compared to those in the control group (M=4.49, SD=0.56). However, the
difference did not achieve statistical significance.
Preparation for Decision Making. The scores on the Preparation for Decision
Making scale were significantly higher for the intervention group (M=4.73,
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SD=0.65) than the control group (M=4.03, SD=0.99), W=35.5, p<.05 (MannWhitney Test), indicating the virtual shared decision making system was more
useful than the educational pamphlet in preparing the participants for making a
health decision.
Decision Making Experience. As shown in Table 6-4, participants in the
intervention group felt they received slightly more information compared to
those in the control group. However, the difference was not statistically
significant. The likelihood to adhere to their chosen CRC screening option was
significantly higher for the intervention group (M=6.33, SD=1.07) compared to
the control group (M=4.3, SD=0.93), W=24.5, p<.05 (Mann-Whitney Test). Both
groups perceived a low level of pressure about making the decision. The ratings
on satisfaction with the decision-making experience were higher for the
intervention group than the control group. Yet, no statistical significance was
achieved.
Table 6-4: Decision Making Experience Ratings by Study Condition
Questions
How much information did you get?

Intervention

Control

p-value

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

5.00 (1.04)

4.23 (0.93)

0.134

6.33 (1.07)

5.15 (1.21)

0.014 *

1.42 (0.90)

1.38 (0.96)

0.668

(1-too little, 7-too much)

How likely would you go with the
option you prefer?
(1-extremely unlikely, 7-extremely likely)

How much pressure did you feel?
(1-no pressure at all, 7-extreme pressure)
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How satisfied were you with the

6.25 (1.22)

5.84 (0.99)

0.162

decision-making experience?
(1-not satisfied at all, 7-extremely satisfied)

* Significant at the .05 probability level.
** Significant at the .01 probability level.
*** Significant at the .001 probability level.

† NS, nonsignificant.

Involvement in Decision Making. The intervention participants reported a high
score of SDM-Q-9 (M=5.35, SD=0.62), indicating they were highly involved in the
process of making a shared decision with the virtual decision coach for CRC
screening.
Virtual Decision Coach Ratings. As shown in Table 6-5, the intervention
participants were very satisfied with the virtual decision coach. They also liked
the coach, trusted the coach, found the coach to be knowledgeable, and
expressed a desire to make future decisions with the coach.
Table 6-5: Virtual Decision Coach Ratings
Questions

Intervention
Mean (SD)

How satisfied are you with Tanya?

6.08 (1.08)

(1-not at all, 7-very much)
How much would you like to make future decisions with Tanya?

5.83 (1.27)

(1-not at all, 7-very much)
How much do you trust Tanya?

6.00 (1.04)

(1-not at all, 7-very much)
How much do you like Tanya?

5.75 (1.36)
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(1-not at all, 7-very much)
How knowledgeable was Tanya?

6.41 (0.79)

(1-not at all, 7-very much)

Interaction Effect. I found a significant interaction effect of study condition and
numeracy on preparation for decision making, F (1,21) = 10.31, p<.01 (Align
Ranked Transform Tool-ARTool, Figure 6-7). Participants with high level of
numeracy perceived the virtual SDM system guided by the decision coach to be
significantly more useful in preparing them for making the decision compared to
the educational pamphlet. No such difference was observed between study
conditions for participants with low level of numeracy.

Figure 6-7: Interaction Effect of Study Condition and Numeracy on
Preparation for Decision Making

6.2.4.2 Qualitative Results
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Intervention Condition: participants were generally satisfied with the virtual
SDM system. The majority of participants found the system to be very
informative.
“It was very informative, I learned quite a lot. It sort of made you to think about what
kind of decisions you are going to make and what the options are. Everything was very
clear. I am happy and I learned a lot.” (P6)
“It was very informative. I mean I learned something that I was not aware of. I
knew colonoscopy but I was not aware of these other tests.” (P21).
They also liked the amount of information and the level of detail being provided.
“There was a good amount of information. It was not overdone, just right.” (P20)
“It was pretty straightforward. I did not have to go into any kind of detail about
my family history, pretty cut and dried, I liked that.” (P8)
Some participants expressed appreciation for the information being presented in
a balanced, unbiased way.
“She presented the facts on both sides, equally, in such a way that was
balanced…It was objective, there was no promo for a particular product so there
was no bias, just facts, and that is very important.” (P2)
“It was very specific, very concrete, took consideration my preferences, and it was
not subjective. It was objective and I liked that.” (P8).
Some participants mentioned the system helped them “weigh all of the factors”
(P24). There were comments particularly related to the value exercise portion of
the conversation. Some felt “it (the exercise) made you think about it (attribute) and
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made you think about your opinion on it too.” (P20) and “it (the exercise) helped you
better understand the process of making a decision… I liked the type of questions because
normally people don’t ask that type of things and you do not ask yourself either, it is
always a good thing when somebody asked you the questions because they forced you to
think and that is a good thing”(P6). One participant really liked the pairwise
comparison and felt “it was a good way to narrow down by variables, to compare each
individual variable with another one, I liked that because I can choose between two
variables at a time as opposed to ranking multiple ones from 1 to 5, which is often a hard
thing to do.”(P8).
When asked whether they would make a choice using the virtual SDM
system, several participants provided positive responses.
“I liked that she gave you all the options, she gave you the costs and
everything…It was very intelligent so people can make a decision on that.” (P20)
“You know at the end of the thing, she had all of the information, she kind of
according to your responses, gave you the answer. That was very good, I liked it.”
(P26)
When asked about how they felt about the recommendation made by the virtual
decision coach, most participants appreciated the recommendation regardless of
whether it matched what they ultimately decided to do or not. They also liked
the format in which the recommendation was presented and the flexibility to
accept or reject the recommendation. P8 mentioned “I liked in the end, it presented
it in a good format, in different colors, it was summarized, then I liked I could look at it
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closely and I might want to go back and change something, but it was not very important
because I still had choices, I can still re-consider, I am not locked in to a particular
choice.” Only 1 participant expressed that he did not like the recommendation
and found it “overly aggressive” to have an animated character make a
suggestion because he believed “only doctors know what is best”.
I also received comments on the virtual decision coach. The majority of the
participants felt the virtual coach was very “knowledgeable”. Some participants
felt it was “interesting” because “it feels like talking to a screen” (P7). One participant
felt “she was very encouraging because she kept saying that you are doing great (in the
value exercise portion), and that was nice.” (P14).
Participants also provided useful suggestions for future improvements.
Some suggested having a print-out option for the final recommendation table so
they could bring it to their doctor’s appointment and use it to start the
conversation with their doctors. Some suggested making the interaction
completely voice-based so they could interact with the virtual coach using speech
instead of using the touch screen. Some suggested improving the graphics of the
virtual coach, adding more animations for body movements and facial
expressions.
Control Condition: participants had mixed feelings about the pamphlet.
Participants who liked the pamphlet felt “it was very clear, and it was very easy to
read” (P9) and they believed “too much information would overload people” (P9) and
“short is good” (P12). Some also mentioned “it is good because some patients may not
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feel comfortable discussing it with doctors so maybe reading about it first so that when
you have a doctor’s appointment and when you go to doctors, it is like you know
something about it as opposed to just the doctor telling you”(P11). Some participants
particularly liked the colorful diagrams or images that were used to clarify the
point being discussed or explain a concept because “they catch your attention”
(P11) and “they were very illustrative” (P12).
Some participants were not satisfied with the pamphlet. They felt “the
information was too general” (P10) and “it was not very helpful…It did not prepare you
to think about what was important to you, what should be incorporated with your values,
it gave very little information about the options” (P5). One of the most common
complaints was related to the limited information that was given.
“There could be more information like what the results mean because there could
be different results for different people…and what to do if the result comes back
positive and what to do if it is negative and other stuff that needs to be taken”
(P10)
“I feel like I would need more information about the different options…I mean it
was pretty brief, and outlines of the different treatments, I think I would have to
go online and talk to my doctors, or talk to people who had the different tests to
learn more about the different options” (P13).
Participants also complained about having little definition or support to
understand the medical terms that was used to explain a medical concept.
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“It used some terms to help explain things, but nobody knows what those mean”
(P5)
“It used a couple of words that I’ve never seen or heard before. One was with P
and the other one was with S…I would like to have a little definition of each
word.”(P15)
When asked about if they would make a choice using the pamphlet, many
participants were hesitant and expressed a desire of talking to a doctor to discuss
further.
“I definitely wouldn’t make a decision just based on the pamphlet; I would want
to talk to the doctors. I saw the different options, which to me were fairly clear,
but I just would like the doctor to give a little more detail, information about each
test, and which one would be more applicable to me.” (P15).
“I do not know if I would use it to make a specific choice. I would use it as a
beginning tool to help understand what my choices are… Making a decision
about which test, I think that is a little more complicated…I think if the doctor
gives it to me and I would read it and have a consultation with the doctor, and the
doctor could explain all the differences, then I think that would be helpful, but
that alone, wouldn’t help me.” (P22)

6.3 CONCLUSION
I developed a virtual SDM intervention to help older adults decide on the best
choice for CRC screening and evaluated it in a randomized controlled trial,
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comparing the intervention to a standard educational pamphlet. Results of the
trial found that participants from both conditions had significant improvement
in knowledge about colon cancer screening. However, participants in the
intervention group showed significantly higher intentions to schedule and
complete a screening test compared to those in the control condition.
With regards to the effects on decision qualities, there was a significant
difference between study conditions on decisional conflict: participants
interacting with the virtual decision coach reported significantly lower decisional
conflict compared to those receiving the pamphlet. Participants in the
intervention condition also reported a slightly higher satisfaction with their
decisions compared to those in the control condition, although no statistical
significance was achieved. I also found an interaction effect of study condition
and participant numeracy levels on their preparation for decision making.
Specifically, participants with high level of numeracy perceived the virtual
decision coach to be more useful in preparing them for making a health decision
than the educational pamphlet, while no difference was observed for participants
with low level of numeracy. Although the measure of preparation for decision
making was not included in the comparative evaluation study in which different
VC/PE methods were compared, no interaction effect of study condition and
participant numeracy levels (dichotomized using median) was observe on any of
the outcome measures in that study. However, the interaction effect in the
present study indicates a need to tailor the VC/PE methods used by the virtual
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decision coach to people with low level of numeracy in order to help them better
prepare for decision making.
With regards to the effects on decision making experience, there was a
significant difference between study conditions on the likelihood to adhere to
their decisions, with participants in the intervention group being significantly
more likely to go with their preferred choice compared to those in the control.
While participants from both groups received slightly more information than
they wanted, they perceived low pressure on making the decision and were
generally satisfied with their decision-making experience.
For the intervention participants, I also assessed their levels of
involvement in the decision-making process and their attitudes towards the
virtual decision coach who guided them through the SDM process. Overall,
participants felt they were highly involved in the process of decision making,
and they were very satisfied with the virtual decision coach. They also liked the
coach, trusted the coach, and found the coach knowledgeable, and expressed a
desire to make future decisions with the coach.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, I provide a theoretical framework to automate the provision
of decision support using an ECA to help patients participate in SDM. I also
compare different VC/PE approaches in a perfectly controlled setting by using
an ECA and examine the usability as well as the effectiveness of each given
VC/PE approach. In addition, I demonstrate that the ECA can perform the role
of decision coach to facilitate SDM for various decision problems and have
positive effects on decision quality and decision-making experience. Specifically,
I answered four research questions as follows:
RQ1. Will people accept an ECA in the role of decision coach to guide them through the
SDM process?
In a quasi-experimental study with 13 participants exploring the use of a virtual
decision coach to support decision making for prenatal testing, I demonstrated
that ECAs can effectively perform in the role of decision coach to facilitate the
SDM process. Results of this study showed that there was a significant increase
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in knowledge after interacting with the virtual coach, compared to before.
Participants reported high levels of satisfaction with their decisions and low
levels of decisional conflict and regret after interacting with the virtual coach.
They also liked the coach, trusted the coach, and were satisfied with the decisionmaking process guided by and the decision they made with the virtual decision
coach.
RQ2. What is the best decision-making framework for a virtual decision coach to use to
support SDM?
RQ3. Can a virtual decision coach be generalized to support SDM across different
decision problems?
To explore the usability as well as efficacy of different VC/PE approaches for
SDM, I conducted a within-subject study with 20 participants comparing three
available approaches (Card Sorting vs. SMARTER vs. AHP) used by a virtual
decision coach for VC/PE in the process of SDM. Results of this study showed
that participants preferred SMARTER and AHP over Card Sorting. While
SMARTER led to better result transparency, AHP exhibited superiority over
SMARTER as to how well participants felt the virtual coach accurately perceived
their values. In addition, AHP led to higher levels of decision satisfaction and
adherence to the chosen choice, compared to SMARTER.
As this study was conducted in three different task domains, which were
prenatal testing, colon cancer screening and acne treatment respectively, it
demonstrated that a virtual decision coach can be used to support different SDM
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problems. Results of the study showed that all participants reported low levels of
decisional conflict and high levels of satisfaction with their final decisions after
interacting with the virtual coach. They were also very satisfied with their
decision-making experience regardless of study conditions.
RQ4. Is a virtual decision coach more effective than standard patient education materials
for improving the decision-making process and decision quality?
Based on the results of previous studies, I developed a full virtual SDM system to
help older adults make shared decisions on colon cancer screening. This full
system expanded the existing prototype to include a comprehensive education
about colon cancer screening and different screening tests. It also used an
improved AHP approach to address the VC/PE task of SDM, which covered a
full list of evaluation criteria that are commonly used in decision making for
colon cancer screening. It also included a section in which the virtual decision
coach provided interpretation of the suggested choice and explain the trade-offs
that were involved to get the best choice.
To fully evaluate the effectiveness of this virtual SDM system, I conducted
a randomized controlled trial comparing this final system with a standard
control condition. In a single counseling session, 26 older adults were randomly
assigned to either interact with the virtual decision coach or read an educational
pamphlet to learn about colon cancer screening and make a choice about which
screening test they would prefer to use in the future. Results of the study showed
that intervention participants had significantly greater intention to get screened
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for colon cancer, compared to control participants. They also demonstrated lower
levels of decisional conflict and higher levels of likelihood to adhere to their
chosen options, compared to those in the control group. In addition, I observed a
significant interaction effect of study condition and numeracy on preparation for
decision making, with participants with high numeracy skills perceiving the
virtual SDM system to be more useful in preparing them for decision making
compared to the pamphlet.
Discussion
Our approach to use a virtual decision coach to facilitate SDM is demonstrated to
be well accepted and have positive impacts on decision qualities and the
decision-making experience. The most significant result from the studies is that
participants perceived the virtual decision coach as more effective than a
standard educational pamphlet in terms of increasing participant screening
intentions, decreasing decisional conflict, and leading to higher likelihood to
adhere to the choice they made with the virtual coach. In addition, participants
were highly involved in the decision-making process and highly satisfied
working with the virtual coach.
These findings are consistent with the existing literature in SDM and
ECAs and additionally they provide empirical evidence for the usability and
efficacy of different existing VC/PE approaches, which has not been much
explored in practical settings. I implemented alternative VC/PE approaches in
the embodied conversational agent platform, which was perfectly controlled.
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While human coaches may follow a protocol to deliver a specified approach, the
ECA can do so with perfect fidelity. By using an ECA, I was also able to deliver
each of the VC/PE approaches randomly to isolate the influence of VC/PE
approaches from the characteristics of the agent. This would be exceedingly
difficult to do with human coaches.
Furthermore, I provided a simulation of human decision coaching using
an ECA with demonstrated evidence about the efficacy of an ECA-based decision
coach across different decision problems. This extends the existing forms of
decision support, which includes PtDAs and human decision coaching. In
addition to providing standardized information as most currently available
PtDAs do, the automated decision coach incorporated theory-based exercise and
tools to clarify personal values and integrate these values with medical
information to arrive at a best choice. It also includes components to build
alliance with its users and address their emotional states throughout the
decision-making process.
Future Work
While the use of the AHP approach to support VC/PE provided a certain degree
of personalization by allowing the user to specify the subtle difference in
importance they assigned to each evaluative criterion, the current VC/PE
exercise did not support changes in the evaluative criteria to be included in the
exercise and the subsequent analysis. The existing exercise was designed based
on a fixed list of criteria that were commonly used in decision making for colon
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cancer screening. However, some of these criteria might not be as important to
certain users as to the others. Also, there might be other factors that the user
wants to take into account under certain circumstances. So, the system could be
improved in the future by allowing the user to choose from the existing list the
criteria they want to include in the exercise or add new criteria that are important
to their decision making.
The results of the final evaluation study indicate that the use of virtual
decision coach with AHP-based VC/PE method is more effective than the
standard pamphlet among people with high level of numeracy to prepare them
for decision making. However, it remains unclear what works best for people
with inadequate numeracy skills, especially in terms of clarifying their values
and eliciting their preferences. Future research can be conducted to explore the
particular needs of people with limited health numeracy on the aspect of VC/PE
and find out what adjustments are needed for the virtual decision coach to better
address these needs in order to facilitate their decision making.
Adapting the virtual decision coach to assist patients with longitudinal
sequential decision-making—in which they need to make a sequence of decisions
over time [156]—represents another important direction of future research.
Ultimately, a randomized clinical trial with longitudinal measures of long-term
decision satisfaction, decisional regret and decisional conflict are needed to more
thoroughly evaluate the approach.
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Furthermore, the studies presented in this dissertation demonstrated the
effectiveness of the virtual decision coach to facilitate SDM compared to a
standard educational pamphlet. However, it remains unknown how effective
this approach is compared to other existing forms of decision support. Future
research should be conducted to compare the virtual decision coach with a
computerized patient decision aid as well as a human decision coach to further
examine its comparative effectiveness.
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APPENDIX A: BASELINE QUESTIONNAIRE (STUDY I, II,
III)
Please take a moment and answer a few questions about yourself:
Date of Birth: _________

Sex: M / F

Ethnic Background (check one):
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin
White, Not of Hispanic Origin
Hispanic

____
____
____
____
____

Marital Status (check one):
Single
Married
Divorced/Widowed

____
____
____

Last grade of school completed (check one):
Less than high school (0-8)
____
Some high school
____
High school graduate or GED
____
Technical school education
____
Some college
____
College graduate
____
Advanced degree
____

Occupation: ___________________________________________

How much experience do you have with computers (check one)?
I’ve never used one.
____
I’ve tried one a few times.
____
I use one regularly.
____
I’m an expert.
____
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How do you feel about using computers (check one)?
I don’t like them.
____
They’re OK.
____
They can be useful.
____
I love playing with them.
____
How comfortable are you using a computer mouse (check one)?
Not comfortable
____
Somewhat comfortable
____
Very comfortable
____
What would you rather use to enter information into a computer (check one)?
A keyboard and mouse
____
A touch screen
____
How would you prefer written information be given to you by a computer (check
one)?
As written text
____
Spoken
____
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APPENDIX B: NEED FOR COGNITION SCALE (STUDY II,
III)
For each of the statements below, please indicate to what extent the statement describes
you by putting an X on the dot.

I would prefer complex to simple problems.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of
thinking.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

Thinking is not my idea of fun.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is sure
to challenge my thinking abilities.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is a likely chance I will have to
think in depth about something.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

•

extremely

I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours.
extremely

•

•

•

•

•

•
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uncharacteristic

characteristic

I only think as hard as I have to.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I prefer to think about small, daily projects than long-term ones.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

•

extremely
characteristic

I like tasks that require little thought once I’ve learned them.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top appeals to me.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

•

extremely
characteristic

•

extremely
characteristic

Learning new ways to think doesn’t excite me very much.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult and important to one that is
somewhat important but doesn’t require much thought.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a lot of
mental effort.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

It’s enough for me that something gets the job done; I don’t care how or why it
works.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic

I usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not affect me
personally.
extremely
uncharacteristic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extremely
characteristic
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APPENDIX C: HEALTH LOCUS OF CONTROL SCALE
(STUDY I)
For each of the statements below, please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree
with the statement by circling one of the numbers. Please use the following scale:
1 = strongly disagree
2 = moderately disagree
3 = slightly disagree

4 = slightly agree
5 = moderately agree
6 = strongly agree

1. If I get sick, it is my own behavior which determines how soon I get well again.

1

2

3

4

5

6

5

6

2. No matter what I do, if I am going to get sick, I will get sick.

1

2

3

4

3. Having regular contact with my physician is the best way for me to avoid illness.

1

2

3

4

5

6

5

6

4. Most things that affect my health happen to me by accident.

1

2

3

4

5. Whenever I don't feel well, I should consult a medically trained professional.

1

2

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

6

6. I am in control of my health.

1

2
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7. My family has a lot to do with my becoming sick or staying healthy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

6

8. When I get sick, I am to blame.

1

2

9. Luck plays a big part in determining how soon I will recover from an illness.

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

10. Health professionals control my health.

1

2

3

11. My good health is largely a matter of good fortune.

1

2

3

4

12. The main thing which affects my health is what I myself do.

1

2

3

13. If I take care of myself, I can avoid illness.

1

2

3

14. Whenever I recover from an illness, it's usually because other people (for
example, doctors, nurses, family, friends) have been taking good care of me.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

15. No matter what I do, I 'm likely to get sick.

1

2

3

16. If it's meant to be, I will stay healthy.

1

2

3

17. If I take the right actions, I can stay healthy.

1

2

3

18. Regarding my health, I can only do what my doctor tells me to do.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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APPENDIX D: CONTROL PREFERENCE SCALE (STUDY I,
II, III)
The following charts describe five hypothetical scenarios of a consultation with your
doctor where a decision about (any) treatment must be made.
Please pick the one you like the MOST.
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APPENDIX E: NUMERACY SCALE (STUDY I, II, III)
Please answer the following questions:

0. Imagine that we flip a fair coin 1,000 times. What is your best guess about how many
times the coin would come up heads in 1,000 flips?

1. Imagine that we rolled a fair, six-sided die 1,000 times. Out of 1,000 rolls, how many
times do you think the die would come up even (2, 4, or 6)?

2. In the BIG BUCKS LOTTERY, the chances of winning a $10.00 prize is 1%. What is
your best guess about how many people would win a $10.00 prize if 1,000 people each
buy a single tick to BIG BUCKS?

3. In the ACME PUBLISHING SWEEPSTAKES, the chance of winning a car is 1 in
1,000. What percentage of tickets to ACME PUBLISHING SWEEPSTAKES win a car?

4. Which of the following numbers represent the biggest risk of getting a disease?

___1 in 100, ___1 in 1000

5. Which of the following numbers represents the biggest risk of getting a disease?

_____ 1%, _____ 10%, _____5%
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6. If person A’s risk of getting a disease is 1% in ten years, and person B’s risk is double
that of A’s, what is B’s risk?

7. If person A’s chance of getting a disease is 1 in 100 in ten years, and person B’s risk is
double that of A’s, what is B’s risk?

8. If the chance of getting a disease is 10%, how many people would be expected to get the
disease?

9. If the chance of getting a disease is 20 out of 100, this would be the same as having a
________% chance of getting the disease.

10. The chance of getting a viral infection is .0005. Out of 10,000 people, about how many of
them are expected to get infected?
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APPENDIX F: KNOWLEDGE TEST FOR PRENATAL TESTING
(STUDY I)
Please answer the following questions about prenatal testing:
1. The risk that a child has Down Syndrome can be determined through prenatal testing
during pregnancy.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

2. The probability that an unborn child has Down Syndrome is generally very low (fewer
than 1 in every 100 births).
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

3. All children with Down Syndrome have developmental and intellectual delays.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

4. The Combined Test consists of an ultrasound screening of the baby’s neck and a blood
test on the mother.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

5. The NIPT only consists of a blood test on the mother.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

6. If the results of Combined Test or NIPT are abnormal, it means that baby has Down
Syndrome.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

7. If the results of Combined Test or NIPT are normal, the child may still prove to have
Down Syndrome when born.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______
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8. The Amniocentesis or Chorionic Villus Sampling may induce a miscarriage.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

9. Both Amniocentesis or Chorionic Villus Sampling can determine with certainty as to
whether a child has Down Syndrome.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

10. Amniocentesis can be performed within the first trimester (first 3 months).
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

11. If Down Syndrome is diagnosed during the first half of pregnancy, it is an option for a
pregnant woman to terminate the pregnancy.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

12. Prenatal screening for Down Syndrome is compulsory for every pregnant woman in the
United States.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______
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APPENDIX G: KNOWLEDGE TEST FOR CRC SCREENING
(STUDY III)
Please answer the following questions about colorectal cancer screening.
1. Colorectal cancer is the number 1 cause of cancer death among non-smokers.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

2. Both men and women are at risk of getting colorectal cancer.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

3. People 50 years of age and older are more likely to get colorectal cancer than younger
people.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

4. People of all racial and ethnic groups can get colorectal cancer.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

5. Most colorectal cancer develop from growths called polyps.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

6. Removing polys can prevent colorectal cancer.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

7. You only have to worry about getting colorectal cancer if someone in your family has
had it.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______
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8. You can have colorectal cancer and not have any symptoms.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

9. You can have colorectal polyps and not have any symptoms.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

10. The goals of screening are to find polyps and cancer before they cause symptoms.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

11. If found early, most colorectal cancers can be cured by surgery.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______

12. You should begin screening for colorectal cancer at age 50.
True _______

False _______

I do not know _______
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APPENDIX H: SYSTEM USABILITY (STUDY II)
Below is a list of statements that describe the decision support system. For each statement, please
indicate how much you agree or disagree.
1. The system is easy to use.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Strongly agree

•

Strongly agree

•

•

Strongly agree

2. The system helped me think about what matters most to me.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•

•

3. The system perceived accurately what matters most to me.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•

4. The system helped me get ready to make a choice.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Strongly agree

•

•

•

•

•

•

Strongly agree

•

•

Strongly agree

5. The system is efficient.
Strongly disagree

•

6. The system helped me identify which option is best for me.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•

7. It is clear to me how the best option was identified.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Strongly agree

•

•

•

•

•

Strongly agree

•

•

Strongly agree

8. I am satisfied with this system.
Strongly disagree

•

•

9. I would like to recommend this system to a friend.
Strongly disagree

•

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX I: DECISIONAL CONFLICT SCALE (STUDY I, II, III)
Please show how you feel about these statements by circling a number from 1 to 5.

1. I know which options are available to me.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

2. I know the benefits of each option.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3. I know the risk and side effects of each option.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4. I am clear about which benefits matter most to me.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

5. I am clear about which risks and side effects matter most.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

6. I am clear about which is more important to me (the benefits or the risks and side
effects).
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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7. I have enough support from others to make a choice.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

8. I am choosing without pressure from others.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

9. I have enough advice to make a choice.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

10. I am clear about the best choice for me.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

11. I feel sure about what to choose.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

12. This decision is easy for me to make.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

13. I feel I have made an informed choice.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree
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14. My decision shows what is important to me.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

15. I expect to stick with my decision.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

16. I am satisfied with my decision.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree
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APPENDIX J: DECISION REGRET SCALE (STUDY I)
Please think about the decision you made with the animated character and indicate to what extent
you agree or disagree with the following statements by circling one of the numbers.
1. It was the right decision.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

2. I regret the choice that was made.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3. I would go for the same choice if I had to do it over again.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

4. The choice did me a lot of harm.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

5. The decision was a wise one.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree
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APPENDIX K: SATISFACTION WITH DECISION SCALE (STUDY
I, II, III)
Please answer the following questions about the decision you made with the animated character:

1. I am satisfied that I am adequately informed about the issues important to my decision.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

2. The decision I made was the best decision possible for me personally.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3. I am satisfied that my decision was consistent with my personal values.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4. I expect to successfully carry out (or continue to carry out) the decision I made.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3
Neither Agree
or Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

5. I am satisfied that this was my decision to make.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

6. I am satisfied with my decision.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree
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APPENDIX L: INTENTION FOR CRC SCREENING (STUDY III)
Please answer the following questions about colorectal cancer screening:

How sure are you that you will schedule a colorectal cancer screening test?

Extremely
Unsure

Strongly
Unsure

Somewhat
Unsure

Neutral

Somewhat
Sure

Strongly
Sure

Extremely
Unsure

How sure are you that you will complete a colorectal cancer screening test?

Extremely
Unsure

Strongly
Unsure

Somewhat
Unsure

Neutral

Somewhat
Sure

Strongly
Sure

Extremely
Unsure
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APPENDIX M: PREPARATION FOR DECISION MAKING SCALE
(STUDY III)
Please show your opinion of the educational material by circling the number to show how much
you agree with each statement.
Did the educational material …
1. Help you recognize that a decision needs to be made?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

2. Prepare you to make a better decision?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3. Help you think about the pros and cons of each option?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4. Help you think about which pros and cons are most important?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

5. Help you know that the decision depends on what matters most to you?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

6. Help you organize your own thoughts about the decision?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

7. Help you think about how involved you want to be in this decision?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

8. Help you identify questions you want to ask your doctor?
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1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

9. Prepare you to talk to your doctor about what matters most to you?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

4
Quite a bit

5
A great deal

10. Prepare you for a follow-up visit with your doctor?
1
Not at all

2
A little

3
Somewhat
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APPENDIX N: DECISION MAKING EXPERIENCE (STUDY I, II,
III)
Please answer the following questions about the decision-making experience:
Write an ‘X’ on each line (on one of the dots):
1. How much information did you get?
To little

2.

•

•

•

•
•
Just right

•

•

Too much

How much time did you feel it took to go through the entire process? (Study II Only)

To little

•

•

•

•
•
Just right

•

•

Too much

3. How likely would you go with the option you prefer?
Extremely unlikely

4.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Extremely likely

How much pressure did you feel?

No pressure

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Extreme pressure

5. How satisfied were you with the decision-making process?
Not satisfied

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Extremely satisfied
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APPENDIX O: ATTITUDES TOWARDS DECISION COACH
(STUDY I, II, III)
Please answer the following questions about the animated character:
Write an ‘X’ on each line (on one of the dots):

How satisfied are you with Tanya?
not at all

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

very satisfied

How much would you like to make future decisions with Tanya?
not at all

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

very much

•

•

•

•

•

very much

•

•

•

•

•

very much

•

•

•

•

•

very
knowledgeable

How much do you trust Tanya?
not at all

•

•

How much do you like Tanya?
not at all

•

•

How knowledgeable was Tanya?
not at all

•

•
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APPENDIX P: SDM-Q-9 (STUDY III)
Below are statements related to your decision-making experience with Tanya. For each
statement, please indicate how much you agree or disagree.
1. Tanya made clear that a decision needs to be made.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

2. Tanya wanted to know exactly how I want to be involved in making the decision.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

3. Tanya told me that there are different options for treating my medical condition.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

4. Tanya precisely explained the advantages and disadvantages of the treatment options.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

5. Tanya helped me understand all the information.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

6. Tanya asked me which treatment option I prefer.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

7. Tanya and I thoroughly weighed the different treatment options.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree
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8. Tanya and I selected a treatment option together.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Completely
Agree

9. Tanya and I reached an agreement on how to proceed.
Completely
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree
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APPENDIX P: COLORECTAL CANCER BROCHURE (STUDY III)
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160

161

162
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APPENDIX Q: COLON CANCER SCREENING COUNSELING
TRANSCRIPTS
Greeting Script
STATE: GREET
AGENT: Good morning. My name is Tanya. Nice to meet you.
USERMENU: Hi, Tanya. => HOW_ARE_YOU
Nice to meet you. => HOW_ARE_YOU
STATE: HOW_ARE_YOU
AGENT: How are you doing today?
USERMENU: I'm doing great! => GREAT
I'm okay. => GOOD
I'm not feeling well. => NOT_GOOD
STATE: GREAT
AGENT: I'm glad to hear it.
USERMENU: Thanks. => END
STATE: GOOD
AGENT: Great.
ACTION: END
STATE: NOT_GOOD
AGENT: Oh, I am sorry to hear that. I hope you feel better soon.
USERMENU: Thanks. => END
Overview Script
STATE: OVERVIEW
AGENT: Before we get started, let me give you an overview of what we are going to talk about
today.
USERMENU: Okay.; Sure. => OVERVIEW_1
STATE: OVERVIEW_1
AGENT: We will talk about colorectal cancer and the tests you can order to screen for colorectal
cancer.
ACTION: OVERVIEW_2
STATE: OVERVIEW_2
AGENT: We will also discuss how you feel about the different tests and help you decide which
test is right for you.
Shall we get started?
USERMENU: Yes.; Go ahead. => END
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CRC Education Script
STATE: CRC
AGENT: Let’s talk about colorectal cancer first.
USERMENU: Ok, tell me all about it. => DEFINITION
Actually, I already know everything about it. => SCREENING
STATE: DEFINITION
AGENT: Colorectal cancer is the second leading cancer killer in the United States.
It is cancer that occurs in the colon or rectum.
USERMENU: Who can get colorectal cancer? => WHO
What is colon? => COLON
What is rectum? => RECTUM
STATE: COLON
AGENT: The colon is the large intestine, or large bowel.
USERMENU: Ok. => WHO
STATE: RECTUM
AGENT: The rectum is the passageway that connects the colon to the anus.
USERMENU: Ok. => WHO
STATE: ASTOUNDING
AGENT: Who can get colorectal cancer? => WHO
What is colon? => COLON
What is rectum? => RECTUM
STATE: WHO
AGENT: Men and women of all racial and ethnic groups can get colorectal cancer. People aged
50 years or older are more likely to get colorectal cancer than younger people.
ACTION: RISK
STATE: RISK
AGENT: And the risk for colorectal cancer may be even higher than average,
if someone in your family has had colorectal polyps or colorectal cancer.
USERMENU: I see. => HOWEVER
STATE: HOWEVER
AGENT: However, colorectal cancer can be entirely preventable, and if found early, most of
colorectal cancer can be cured by surgery.
USERMENU: How?; Tell me more. => POLYPS
STATE: POLYPS
AGENT: Most colon cancer starts as polyps in the colon or rectum. Over time, some polyps can
turn into cancer.
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USERMENU: Ok. => HARD_KNOW
What are polyps? => POLYPS_DEF
STATE: POLYPS_DEF
AGENT: A polyp is a growth that should not be there.
USERMENU: Ok. => HARD_KNOW
STATE: HARD_KNOW
AGENT: People who have polyps or colorectal cancer do not always have symptoms, especially
at first. Someone could have polyps or colorectal cancer and not know it.
USERMENU: I see.; How can I know if I have colorectal polyps or cancer? => SCREENING
STATE: SCREENING
AGENT: Screening tests can help save lives. These tests help find polyps, so they can be
removed before turning into cancer. They can also find colorectal cancer early, when treatment
works best.
USERMENU: Ok.; Tell me more. => SCREENING1
STATE: SCREENING1
AGENT: There are multiple tests available to screen for colorectal cancer.
ACTION: SCREENING2
STATE: SCREENING2
AGENT: Your healthcare provider may suggest you do the testing or even recommend a specific
test to you. However, it is purely your decision whether or not to pursue the testing, and which
test you would like to use.
USERMENU: Ok.; Right. => SCREENING3
STATE: SCREENING3
AGENT: I also want you to know that, there is no best option for every person. Each test has
advantages and disadvantages. It is important to understand the pros and cons of each single test,
to make a choice that is right for you.
USERMENU: Ok. => END
It's too much for me! => NOT_ALONE
STATE: NOT_ALONE
AGENT: You are not doing this alone, I will be here for you. We will go through the testing
options together, and then discuss your preferences to find out which test would be best for you.
USERMENU: Ok.; This sounds better! => FEEL
STATE: FEEL
AGENT: So =|GET(“PARTICIPANT_NAME”)|=, how are you feeling right now?
USERMENU: I'm OK, thanks. => ANY_REVIEW
I'm feeling pretty overwhelmed. => BREAK
STATE: ANY_REVIEW
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AGENT: Is there anything you’d like to review now before we talk more about screening
options?
USERMENU: Yes. => Display a list of topics in this section
No, I am good. => END
STATE: BREAK
AGENT: I totally understand. It is a lot of information. Would you like to take a break now?
USERMENU: Yes, that would be great. => Pause until participant is ok to proceed
No, thanks. I am fine. => END
Screening Option Education Script
STATE: OPTIONS
AGENT: So, next, let us talk about three testing options for colorectal cancer screening,
and the pros and cons of each option.
USERMENU: Ok. => FIT
STATE: FIT
AGENT: The first option is called fecal immunochemical test or the FIT test.
USERMENU: Ok.; Tell me more. => FIT_WHAT
What is this test about? => FIT_WHAT
STATE: FIT_WHAT
AGENT: It is a stool test that you can do at home. You will receive a test kit from your health
care provider. You need to use that to take a small amount of your stool and return the sample to
your doctor for analysis.
USERMENU: I see. => FIT_HOW
What does the lab analysis do? => FIT_HOW
STATE: FIT_HOW
AGENT: The analysis checks for hidden blood in your stool, which can be an early sign of
colorectal cancer.
USERMENU: Ok.; How effective is the test? => FIT_EFFECT
STATE: FIT_EFFECT
AGENT: The FIT test has a detection rate of 75 percent. Which means if 100 people with
colorectal cancer take this test, 75 of them can be successfully detected, and the other 25 are
missed.
USERMENU: I see.; What does the test result mean? => FIT_RESULT
STATE: FIT_RESULT
AGENT: You can receive either a negative or positive result.
ACTION: FIT_NEGATIVE
STATE: FIT_NEGATIVE
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AGENT: A negative result means that no blood was found in your stool at the time of the test.
And your doctor may recommend you repeat the test next year.
ACTION: FIT_POSITIVE
STATE: FIT_POSITIVE
AGENT: A positive result indicates abnormal bleeding in your bowel, but it was not sure if the
bleeding was caused by colon cancer or other things.
USERMENU: Ok.; I see.; What do I do then?; What happens then? => FIT_CLNS
STATE: FIT_CLNS
AGENT: Your doctor may recommend additional testing, which is typically a colonoscopy to
look at the inside of the colon to see if cancer or polyps are there.
USERMENU: Go on.; Is the test risky? => FIT_RISK
What is colonoscopy? => COLON_FIT
STATE: COLON_FIT
AGENT: Do not worry about this now. We will talk about this shortly.
USERMENU: Ok.; Sounds good. => FIT_RISK
STATE: FIT_RISK
AGENT: There is no risk associated with this test.
USERMENU: Ok.; How do I prepare for the test? => FIT_PREPARATION
STATE: FIT_PREPARATION
AGENT: No preparation is necessary for this test.
USERMENU: I see.; How much is this test? => FIT_COST
STATE: FIT_COST
AGENT: The FIT test costs around 8 to 20 dollars.
ACTION: FIT_FREQUENCY
STATE: FIT_FREQUENCY
AGENT: To maximize the benefit, it is recommended to do the FIT test once a year.
USERMENU: Ok. => DNA
STATE: DNA
AGENT: Another option you have is stool D-N-A test.
USERMENU: Ok.; Tell me more.; What is this test about? => DNA_WHAT
STATE: DNA_WHAT
AGENT: It is also a stool test, so you can do it at home. Different from the FIT test, you need to
collect an entire bowel movement, and send it to a lab for analysis.
USERMENU: I see.; What does the lab analysis do? => DNA_HOW
STATE: DNA_HOW
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AGENT: It checks for hidden blood, as well as any abnormal cells that may indicate colorectal
cancer.
USERMENU: Ok.; How effective is the test? => DNA_EFFECT
STATE: DNA_EFFECT
AGENT: The stool D-N-A test has a detection rate of 92 percent. Which means if 100 people
with colorectal cancer take this test, 92 of them can be successfully detected, and only 8 are
missed.
USERMENU: I see.; What does the test result mean? => DNA_RESULT
STATE: DNA_RESULT
AGENT: You can receive either a negative or positive result.
ACTION: DNA_NEGATIVE
STATE: DNA_NEGATIVE
AGENT: A negative result means that there was no blood or cancer cells found in the stool at the
time of the test. And your doctor may recommend you repeat the test in three years. </BEAT>$
ACTION: DNA_POSITIVE
STATE: DNA_POSITIVE
AGENT: A positive result indicates some abnormal cells or blood were found in the stool
sample.
USERMENU: Ok.; I see.; What do I do then?; What happens then? => DNA_CLNS
STATE: DNA_CLNS
AGENT: Your doctor may recommend additional testing, which is typically a colonoscopy to
look at the inside of the colon to see if cancer or polyps are there.
USERMENU: Go on.; Is the test risky? => DNA_RISK
What is colonoscopy? => COLON_DNA
STATE: COLON_DNA
AGENT: We will cover this shortly.
USERMENU: Ok.; Sounds good. => DNA_RISK
STATE: DNA_RISK
AGENT: The stool D-N-A test is safe and poses no risk.
USERMENU: I see.; How do I prepare for the test? => DNA_PREPARATION
STATE: DNA_PREPARATION
AGENT: No preparation is necessary for this test.
USERMENU: Ok.; How much is this test? => DNA_COST
STATE: DNA_COST
AGENT: The stool D-N-A test costs around 400 to 800 dollars.
ACTION: DNA_FREQUENCY
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STATE: DNA_FREQUENCY
AGENT: To maximize the benefit, it is recommended to do the stool D-N-A test every three
years.
USERMENU: Ok. => COLONOSCOPY
STATE: COLONOSCOPY
AGENT: You can also use colonoscopy to screen for colorectal cancer.
USERMENU: Ok.; Tell me more.; What is this test about? => CLNS_WHAT
STATE: CLNS_WHAT
AGENT: It is a visual test that a doctor does to look inside your colon to see if cancer or polyps
are there.
ACTION: CLNS_HOW1
STATE: CLNS_HOW1
AGENT: During a colonoscopy, the doctor inserts a long, flexible tube with a tiny video camera
into the colon or rectum. The camera sends images to an external monitor, so the doctor can view
the inside of your entire colon.
ACTION: CLNS_HOW2
STATE: CLNS_HOW2
AGENT: The doctor looks for abnormal tissues, such as polyps, and remove them for you if
necessary.
USERMENU: Ok.; How effective is the test? => CLNS_EFFECT1
STATE: CLNS_EFFECT1
AGENT: Colonoscopy has a detection rate of 95 percent. Which means if 100 people with
colorectal cancer take this test, 95 of them can be successfully detected, and only 5 are missed.
ACTION: CLNS_EFFECT2
STATE: CLNS_EFFECT2
AGENT: This is similar to the detection rate of stool D-N-A test. But a big benefit of
colonoscopy is that, the doctor can help remove any polyps or abnormal tissues that are found
during the test, so they do not have the chance to become cancer in the future.
USERMENU: I see.; What does the test result mean? => CLNS_RESULT
STATE: CLNS_RESULT
AGENT: You can receive either a negative or positive result.
ACTION: CLNS_NEGATIVE
STATE: CLNS_NEGATIVE
AGENT: A negative result means that there is polyps or abnormal tissue found in your colon.
And your doctor may recommend you repeat the test in about 10 years.
ACTION: CLNS_POSITIVE
STATE: CLNS_POSITIVE
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AGENT: A colonoscopy is considered positive if the doctor finds any polyps or abnormal tissue
in the colon. Polyps or abnormal tissues that are removed during colonoscopy
will be sent to a laboratory for analysis to determine if they are cancerous.
USERMENU: Go on.; Is the test risky? => CLNS_RISK
STATE: CLNS_RISK
AGENT: Because this is an invasive test, it involves certain risks. About 4 in every 1000 people
experience complications with routine colonoscopy. Some of the complications include
perforation, bleeding, and infection.
USERMENU: I see.; How do I prepare for the test? => CLNS_PREPARATION
STATE: CLNS_PREPARATION
AGENT: Before colonoscopy, it is important to clean the bowel properly. You need to take a
prep, which can be tablets or something to drink, to empty your colon. It may cause diarrhea. In
some cases, you may also need to use an enema kit to empty the colon.
ACTION: CLNS_PREPARATION2
STATE: CLNS_PREPARATION2
AGENT: You will be sedated, and you will need one or two days off work. You will also need
someone to drive you.
USERMENU: Ok.; How much is this test? => CLNS_COST
STATE: CLNS_COST
AGENT: Colonoscopy can cost around 1000 to 2000 dollars.
ACTION: CLNS_FREQUENCY
STATE: CLNS_FREQUENCY
AGENT: To maximize the benefit, it is recommended to do colonoscopy every 10 years.
USERMENU: Ok. => FEEL
STATE: FEEL
AGENT: So, =|GET(“PARTICIPANT_NAME”)|=, how are you feeling right now?
USERMENU: I'm OK, thanks. => ANY_REVIEW
I'm feeling pretty overwhelmed. => BREAK
STATE: ANY_REVIEW
AGENT: Is there anything you’d like to review now before we move forward?
USERMENU: Yes, I’d like to review the FIT test. => FIT topics again
Yes, I’d like to review the Stool DNA test. => Stool DNA topics again
Yes, I’d like to review colonoscopy. => Colonoscopy topics again.
No, I am good. => END
STATE: BREAK
AGENT: I totally understand. It is a lot of information. Would you like to take a break now?
USERMENU: Yes, that would be great. => Pause until participant is ok to proceed
No, thanks. I am fine. => END
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Value Clarification Exercise Script
STATE: CRC_EX_AHP
AGENT: All right, now, We have talked about three screening tests that are available to you for
detecting colon cancer. My goal is to help you identify the type of test you would want in the
future.
ACTION: MOTIV
STATE: MOTIV
AGENT: Making a choice for colon cancer screening is a very personal decision. So, it is
important to discuss your preferences and priorities to make a decision that is right for you.
ACTION: EXERCISE
STATE: EXERCISE
AGENT: Next, I would like to ask you several questions to figure out
what might be best for you. Shall we get started?
USERMENU: Sure.; Go ahead. => CRITERIA
STATE: CRITERIA
AGENT: Here are the factors that people consider when making a decision for colon cancer
screening.
ACTION: E0
STATE: E0
AGENT: Next, we will discuss how you feel about these factors. I will show you two factors at a
time, and ask you to compare them, ok?
USERMENU: Ok.; Sure. => E1
STATE: E1
AGENT: So, when it comes to colon cancer screening, which would you say is more important,
detecting colon cancer, or, having no risk of complications such as perforation or bleeding?
USERMENU: Detecting colon cancer. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "DETECT");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "RISK"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "detecting colon cancer");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the risk of complications"); GO("E1_CONT");$
Having no risk of complications. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "RISK"); SET("L_PRIORITY",
"DETECT"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the risk of complications"); SET("LESS_OPTION",
"detecting colon cancer"); GO("E1_CONT");$
STATE: E1_CONT
AGENT: Then how much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=? Let’s say 1 is they are equally important to you, and 9 is
=|GET("MORE_OPTION")|= is extremely more important than =|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important. =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E2"); $
2=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E2"); $
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3=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E2"); $
4=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E2"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E2"); $
6=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E2"); $
7=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E2"); $
8=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E2"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E2"); $
STATE: E2
AGENT: Ok. How about these. Which is more important for you?
USERMENU: Detecting colon cancer. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "DETECT");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "detecting colon cancer");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the cost"); GO("E2_CONT");$
Cost. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "DETECT");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the cost"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "detecting colon cancer");
GO("E2_CONT");$
STATE: E2_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=?
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E3"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E3"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E3"); $
4=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E3"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E3"); $
6=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E3"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E3"); $
8=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E3"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E3"); $
STATE: E3
AGENT: I see. How about these. Which would you say is more important for you?
USERMENU: Detecting colon cancer. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "DETECT");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "PREP"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "detecting colon cancer");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test preparation"); GO("E3_CONT");$
Minimal test preparation. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "PREP"); SET("L_PRIORITY",
"DETECT"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test preparation"); SET("LESS_OPTION",
"detecting colon cancer"); GO("E3_CONT");$
STATE: E3_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=?
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USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E4"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E4"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E4"); $
4=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E4"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E4"); $
6=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E4"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E4"); $
8=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E4"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E4"); $
STATE: E4
AGENT: Ok. How about these. Which is more important for you?
USERMENU: Detecting colon cancer. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "DETECT");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "detecting colon cancer");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test frequency"); GO("E4_CONT");$
Test frequency. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "DETECT");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test frequency"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "detecting colon
cancer"); GO("E4_CONT");$
STATE: E4_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=?
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E5"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E5"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E5"); $
4=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E5"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E5"); $
6=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E5"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E5"); $
8=> $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E5"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E5"); $
STATE: E5
AGENT: Ok. How about these. Which would you say is more important for you?
USERMENU: Having no risk of complications. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "RISK");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the risk of complications");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the cost"); GO("E5_CONT");$
Cost. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "RISK");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the cost"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the risk of complications");
GO("E5_CONT");$
STATE: E5_CONT
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AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E6"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E6"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E6"); $
4 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E6"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E6"); $
6 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E6"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E6"); $
8 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E6"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E6"); $
STATE: E6
AGENT: You are doing great. We just have a few more to go. How about these. Which is more
important for you?
USERMENU: Having no risk of complications. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "RISK");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "PREP"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the risk of complications");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test preparation"); GO("E6_CONT");$
Minimal test preparation. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "PREP"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "RISK");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test preparation"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the risk of
complications"); GO("E6_CONT");$
STATE: E6_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E7"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E7"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E7"); $
4 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E7"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E7"); $
6 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E7"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E7"); $
8 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E7"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E7"); $
STATE: E7
AGENT: Ok. How about these. Which would you say is more important for you?
USERMENU: Having no risk of complications. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "RISK");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the risk of complications");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test frequency"); GO("E7_CONT");$
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Test frequency. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "RISK");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test frequency"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the risk of
complications"); GO("E7_CONT");$
STATE: E7_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E8"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E8"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E8"); $
4 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E8"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E8"); $
6 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E8"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E8"); $
8 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E8"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E8"); $
STATE: E8
AGENT: I see. How about these. Which is more important for you?
USERMENU: Minimal test preparation. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "PREP");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test preparation");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the cost"); GO("E8_CONT");$
Cost. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "PREP");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the cost"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test preparation");
GO("E8_CONT");$
STATE: E8_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E9"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E9"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E9"); $
4 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E9"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E9"); $
6 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E9"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E9"); $
8 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E9"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E9"); $
STATE: E9
AGENT: Ok. How about these. Which would you say is more important for you?
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USERMENU: Minimal test preparation. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "PREP");
SET("L_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test preparation");
SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test frequency"); GO("E9_CONT");$
Test frequency. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "PREP");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test frequency"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test preparation");
GO("E9_CONT");$
STATE: E9_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E10"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E10"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E10"); $
4 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E10"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E10"); $
6 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E10"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E10"); $
8 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E10"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E10"); $
STATE: E10
AGENT: I see. How about these. Which is more important for you?
USERMENU: Test frequency. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "FREQ"); SET("L_PRIORITY",
"COST"); SET("MORE_OPTION", "the test frequency"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the cost");
GO("E10_CONT");$
Cost. => $SET("H_PRIORITY", "COST"); SET("L_PRIORITY", "FREQ");
SET("MORE_OPTION", "the cost"); SET("LESS_OPTION", "the test frequency");
GO("E10_CONT");$
STATE: E10_CONT
AGENT: How much more important is =|GET("MORE_OPTION")|=, than
=|GET("LESS_OPTION")|=.
USERMENU: 1-equally important =>
$ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "1:1"); GO("E11"); $
2 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "2:1"); GO("E11"); $
3 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "3:1"); GO("E11"); $
4 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "4:1"); GO("E11"); $
5 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "5:1"); GO("E11"); $
6 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "6:1"); GO("E11"); $
7 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "7:1"); GO("E11"); $
8 => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"), "8:1"); GO("E11"); $
9-extremely more important => $ SET(GET("H_PRIORITY")+":"+GET("L_PRIORITY"),
"9:1"); GO("E11"); $
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STATE: E11
AGENT: You are doing excellent! The next questions are about how you feel about the test
performance on each of the factors.
USERMENU: Ok. => E12
STATE: E12
AGENT: So, how do you feel about stool D-N-A test compared to the FIT test with respect to
detection rate? Let’s say 1 is they are equally good on this aspect, and 9 is stool D-N-A test is
extremely better than the FIT test.
USERMENU: 1-equally good => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E13"); $
2 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "2:1"); GO("E13"); $
3 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "3:1"); GO("E13"); $
4 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "4:1"); GO("E13"); $
5 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "5:1"); GO("E13"); $
6 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "6:1"); GO("E13"); $
7 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "7:1"); GO("E13"); $
8 => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "8:1"); GO("E13"); $
9-extremely better. => $ SET("DETECT:STOOL:FIT", "9:1"); GO("E13"); $
STATE: E13
AGENT: Ok. How about colonoscopy compared to the FIT test with respect to detection rate?
USERMENU: 1-equally good => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E14"); $
2=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "2:1"); GO("E14"); $
3 => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "3:1"); GO("E14"); $
4=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "4:1"); GO("E14"); $
5 => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "5:1"); GO("E14"); $
6=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "6:1"); GO("E14"); $
7 => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "7:1"); GO("E14"); $
8=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "8:1"); GO("E14"); $
9-extremely better => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:FIT", "9:1"); GO("E14"); $
STATE: E14
AGENT: I see. How do you feel about colonoscopy compared to stool D-N-A test with respect
to detection rate?
USERMENU: 1-equally good => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "1:1"); GO("E15"); $
2=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "2:1"); GO("E15"); $
3 => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "3:1"); GO("E15"); $
4=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "4:1"); GO("E15"); $
5 => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "5:1"); GO("E15"); $
6=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "6:1"); GO("E15"); $
7 => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "7:1"); GO("E15"); $
8=> $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "8:1"); GO("E15"); $
9-extremely better => $ SET("DETECT:CLNS:STOOL", "9:1"); GO("E15"); $
STATE: E15
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AGENT: You are doing great. How do you feel about colonoscopy compared to the FIT test with
respect to risk? Let’s say 1 is they are equally risky, and 9 is colonoscopy is extremely riskier
than the FIT test.
USERMENU: 1-equally riskier => $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT",
"1:1"); GO("E16"); $
2=> $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:2"); GO("E16"); $
3 => $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:3"); GO("E16"); $
4=> $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:4"); GO("E16"); $
5=> $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:5"); GO("E16"); $
6=> $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:6"); GO("E16"); $
7 => $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:7"); GO("E16"); $
8=> $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:8"); GO("E16"); $
9-extremely riskier => $ SET("RISK:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("RISK:CLNS:FIT", "1:9");
GO("E16"); $
STATE: E16
AGENT: I see, how about colonoscopy compared to the stool D-N-A test with respect to risk?
USERMENU: 1-equally riskier. => $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:1"); GO("E17"); $
2=> $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:2"); GO("E17"); $
3 => $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:3"); GO("E17"); $
4=> $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:4"); GO("E17"); $
5 => $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:5"); GO("E17"); $
6=> $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:6"); GO("E17"); $
7 => $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:7"); GO("E17"); $
8=> $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:8"); GO("E17"); $
9-extremely riskier => $ SET("RISK:CLNS:STOOL", "1:9"); GO("E17"); $
STATE: E17
AGENT: You are doing great. How do you feel about stool D-N-A test compared to the FIT test
with respect to cost? Let’s say 1 is they are equally costly, and 9 is stool D-N-A test is extremely
more costly than the FIT test.
USERMENU: 1-equally costly => $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E18"); $
2=> $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:2"); GO("E18"); $
3 => $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:3"); GO("E18"); $
4=> $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:4"); GO("E18"); $
5 => $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:5"); GO("E18"); $
6=> $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:6"); GO("E18"); $
7 => $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:7"); GO("E18"); $
8=> $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:8"); GO("E18"); $
9-extremely more costly => $ SET("COST:STOOL:FIT", "1:9"); GO("E18"); $
STATE: E18
AGENT: I see. How about colonoscopy compared to the FIT test with respect to cost?
USERMENU: 1-equally costly. => $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E19"); $
2=> $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:2"); GO("E19"); $
3 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:3"); GO("E19"); $
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4=> $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:4"); GO("E19"); $
5=> $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:5"); GO("E19"); $
6=> $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:6"); GO("E19"); $
7 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:7"); GO("E19"); $
8=> $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:8"); GO("E19"); $
9-extremely more costly => $ SET("COST:CLNS:FIT", "1:9"); GO("E19"); $
STATE: E19
AGENT: Ok. How do you feel about colonoscopy compared to stool D-N-A test with respect to
cost?
USERMENU: 1-equally costly => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:1"); GO("E20"); $
2=> $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:2"); GO("E20"); $
3 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:3"); GO("E20"); $
4 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:4"); GO("E20"); $
5 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:5"); GO("E20"); $
6 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:6"); GO("E20"); $
7 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:7"); GO("E20"); $
8 => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:8"); GO("E20"); $
9-extremely more costly => $ SET("COST:CLNS:STOOL", "1:9"); GO("E20"); $
STATE: E20
AGENT: You are doing great. How do you feel about colonoscopy compared to the FIT test with
respect to test preparation? Let’s say 1 is they are equally complex, and 9 is colonoscopy is
extremely more complex than the FIT test.
USERMENU: 1-equally complex => $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1");
SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E21"); $
2=> $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:2"); GO("E21"); $
3 => $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:3"); GO("E21"); $
4=> $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:4"); GO("E21"); $
5=> $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:5"); GO("E21"); $
6=> $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:6"); GO("E21"); $
7 => $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:7"); GO("E21"); $
8=> $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT", "1:8"); GO("E21"); $
9-extremely more complex => $ SET("PREP:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); SET("PREP:CLNS:FIT",
"1:9"); GO("E21"); $
STATE: E21
AGENT: I see, how about colonoscopy compared to the stool D-N-A test with respect to test
preparation?
USERMENU: 1-equally complex. => $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:1"); GO("E22"); $
2=> $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:2"); GO("E22"); $
3 => $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:3"); GO("E22"); $
4=> $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:4"); GO("E22"); $
5 => $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:5"); GO("E22"); $
6=> $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:6"); GO("E22"); $
7 => $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:7"); GO("E22"); $
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8=> $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:8"); GO("E22"); $
9-extremely more complex => $ SET("PREP:CLNS:STOOL", "1:9"); GO("E22"); $
STATE: E22
AGENT: You are doing great. How do you feel about the FIT test compared to the stool D-N-A
test with respect to test frequency? Let’s say 1 is they are both very frequent, and 9 is the FIT test
is extremely more frequent than the stool D-N-A test.
USERMENU: 1-equally frequent => $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E23"); $
2=> $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "2:1"); GO("E23"); $
3 => $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "3:1"); GO("E23"); $
4=> $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "4:1"); GO("E23"); $
5 => $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "5:1"); GO("E23"); $
6=> $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "6:1"); GO("E23"); $
7 => $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "7:1"); GO("E23"); $
8=> $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "8:1"); GO("E23"); $
9-extremely more frequent. => $ SET("FREQ:STOOL:FIT", "9:1"); GO("E23"); $
STATE: E23
AGENT: I see. How about the FIT test compared to colonoscopy with respect to test frequency?
USERMENU: 1-equally frequent. => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "1:1"); GO("E24"); $
2=> $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "2:1"); GO("E24"); $
3 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "3:1"); GO("E24"); $
4=> $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "4:1"); GO("E24"); $
5=> $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "5:1"); GO("E24"); $
6=> $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "6:1"); GO("E24"); $
7 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "7:1"); GO("E24"); $
8=> $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "8:1"); GO("E24"); $
9-extremely more frequent. => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:FIT", "9:1"); GO("E24"); $
STATE: E24
AGENT: Ok. How do you feel about the stool D-N-A test compared to colonoscopy with respect
to test frequency?
USERMENU: 1-equally frequent. => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "1:1"); GO("E25"); $
2=> $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "2:1"); GO("E25"); $
3 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "3:1"); GO("E25"); $
4 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "4:1"); GO("E25"); $
5 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "5:1"); GO("E25"); $
6 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "6:1"); GO("E25"); $
7 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "7:1"); GO("E25"); $
8 => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "8:1"); GO("E25"); $
9-extremely more frequent. => $ SET("FREQ:CLNS:STOOL", "9:1"); GO("E25"); $
STATE: E25
AGENT: Thanks for ranking these items for me. It just helps me figure out which option might
be good for you. => END
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Agent Recommendation Script
// computer analyzed user inputs of all options and generate the top choice
STATE: ANALYSIS
ACTION: $
RANK_ORDER(_DSM_); // background calculation of the user input
GO("RECOMMEND");
$
STATE: RECOMMEND
AGENT: So, I just did a quick analysis based on the information you provided.
It turned out that, =|GET("TOP_CHOICE")|= is the best option for you. </BEAT>$
USERMENU: Ok. => FEEL
Show me more details. => RECOMMEND_DETAIL
Why is it the best option for me? => EXPLAIN
// computer dynamically generate explanation
STATE: EXPLAIN
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN1")|=
USERMENU: Ok.; Right.; Go on. => EXPLAIN2
STATE: EXPLAIN2
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN2")|=
USERMENU: Ok.; Right.=> EXPLAIN3
STATE: EXPLAIN3
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN3")|=
ACTION: EXPLAIN4
STATE: EXPLAIN4
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN4")|=
USERMENU: Ok.; Right. =>EXPLAIN5
STATE: EXPLAIN5
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN5")|=
USERMENU: Ok. => FEEL
STATE: RECOMMEND_DETAIL
AGENT: No problem. Here you are.
USERMENU: Ok.; I am done reading it. => FEEL
Why is it the best option for me? => EXPLAIN_DETAIL
STATE: EXPLAIN_DETAIL
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN1")|=
USERMENU: Ok.; Right.; Go on. => EXPLAIN_DETAIL2
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STATE: EXPLAIN_DETAIL2
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN2")|=.
USERMENU: Ok.; Right.=> EXPLAIN_DETAIL3
STATE: EXPLAIN_DETAIL3
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN3")|=.
ACTION: EXPLAIN_DETAIL4
STATE: EXPLAIN_DETAIL4
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN4")|=.
USERMENU: Ok.; Right. =>EXPLAIN_DETAIL5
STATE: EXPLAIN_DETAIL5
AGENT: =|GET("EXPLAIN5")|=.
USERMENU: Ok. => FEEL
STATE: FEEL
AGENT: How do you feel about this option?
USERMENU: I like this option. => $SET("USER_OPTION",
GetMixedCase(_DSM_,"TOP_OPTION")); GO("LIKE_SUGGESTED");$
I prefer a different test. => OPTION_LIST
I am not sure. => $SET("USER_OPTION", "Not Sure"); GO("NOT_SURE");$
STATE: NOT_SURE
AGENT: Is there another test you prefer to use?
USERMENU: Yes. => OPTION_LIST
No. => NO_PREF
STATE: NO_PREF
AGENT: That's okay. You do not have to decide now. Is there anything that prevents you from
making a choice now? </BEAT>$
USERMENU: Yes, I need more information. => MORE_INFO
Yes, I want to discuss with my family or friends. => DISCUSS_WITH_FAMILY
Not really. => END
STATE: MORE_INFO
AGENT: I understand. I recommend you make a list of questions that you want to get answers
for and discuss them with your healthcare provider at your next medical appointment.
USERMENU: Will do.; OK. => END
STATE: DISCUSS_WITH_FAMILY
AGENT: Definitely, getting inputs from family members or friends are important when making a
decision like this. I encourage you to have as many discussions as you need with your family or
friends before making a choice that is right for you. => END
STATE: LIKE_SUGGESTED
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AGENT: I am glad to hear that. I would recommend you discuss this option with your doctor.
USERMENU: Will do. => END
STATE: OPTION_LIST
AGENT: Ok, which test do you prefer?
USERMENU: I prefer FIT. => $SET("USER_OPTION", "FIT"); GO("GLAD_ANOTHER");$
I prefer Stool DNA Test. => $SET("USER_OPTION", "DNA"); GO("GLAD_ANOTHER");$
I prefer Colonoscopy. => $SET("USER_OPTION","Colonoscopy");
GO("GLAD_ANOTHER");$
I prefer not to be tested. => $SET("USER_OPTION","Nothing"); GO("OK");$
STATE: OK
AGENT: That's ok. You do not have to do any test if you do not want to.
ACTION: END
STATE: GLAD_ANOTHER
AGENT: I am glad that you find a test you like. I would recommend you discuss this option with
your doctor.
USERMENU: Will do. => END
Farewell Script
STATE: FAREWELL
AGENT: All right. That is all for today.
USERMENU: Ok. => THANKS
STATE: THANKS
AGENT: I want to thank you for participating in this study and
I hope you have a nice day. Bye!
USERMENU: Bye-bye. => END
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